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Introduction
Welcome to this unit of the SMAT materials, Farm Management
and Leadership 1 .

SMAT stands for Support Materials for Agricultural Training.
The units in SMAT are to help you improve your
communication skills and your numeracy skills, so you can
succeed at training programs or communicate more successfully
in your workplace.

This unit helps you with the reading, writing and spoken
communication skills you need to deal with farm management
and leadership. This unit is not a complete course in farm
management and leadership, but it will support you if you do a
course in farm management and leadership.

Where this fits
SMAT has four topics: Farm Management and Leadership, Farmers
as Employers, Occupational Health and Safeo and Aglicultural
Production.

This unit is Level 1 of Farm Management and Leadership. There are
three units of Farm Management and Leadership Level 1 (starting),

2 (continuing) and 3 (completing). Each unit has two parts:
Communication Skills and Numeracy.

After you finish this unit, you could try the other units at the
same level: Agricultural Production 1 , Farmers as Employers 1 and
Occupational Health and Safeo 1.

Then you could try the units at a higher level.

You do not have to complete every unit in SMAT. It is up to
you to choose the most useful parts and work through them.

Support Materials for Agricultural Training

How to use these materials
You can use the SMAT materials by yourself, with someone to
help you, or in a group or class. It is hard to work by yourself,
so it is a good idea to have someone who can give you advice
and feedback (a mentor). This person could be a trainer from a
college or community centre, a relative, a neighbour or a friend.

The unit is written so you can start at the beginning and work
through it. Or if you like you can choose parts of the unit and
only do those parts. Spend more time on the parts which are
most useful for you. If something is not useful, you can skip it.
There is no certificate to go with the SMAT materials. But
SMAT helps you improve your skills so you can do other
courses and get other certificates. For example: Farm Smart,
Rural Business Management and courses run by the
Department of Natural Resources and Environment. You will
also find that working through SMAT improves the
communication and numeracy skills that you need in your
working life.

Outcomes
After you finish the SMAT material, you will be able to
communicate more effectively in speech and writing and use
numeracy skills more effectively. You will be able to write a
formal letter, complete simple application forms and conduct
interviews.

How long should I spend?
This depends on you. The amount of time will be different if
you are working by yourself or in a group, with a mentor or
without, and if you do all the activities or not. Take enough
time to do all the activities that are relevant to you, to a
standard high enough to satisfy you.

7
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Activities
Each unit has a number of activities for you to do. In the
Communications units there are four types of activities:
key word activities

reading activities
writing activities

spoken communication activities.

Sometimes you can write answers to these activities in the book.
Sometimes it is better to write them in a notebook. Sometimes
for the spoken communication activities you will need to go
and speak to some other people.

In some places there are also practice writing and practice
reading activities. These are extra activities. You can choose to
do them if you think you want extra practice in something.

Most of the activities have model answers in the back of the
book. You can also ask your mentor to check your answers.

What you need
Before you start, make sure you have the following:

a notebook (A4 size is best)
pens, pencils, highlighter pens

a file or folder to keep extra papers.

Assessment
There is no formal assessment for SMAT. But it is a good idea
to have a mentor look at what you have done. That way you can
decide together what you have learned and what you need to
improve.

Support Materials for Agricultural Training

Remember, the SMAT materials are a resource for you to use to
improve your skills. It is up to you how you use them and how
much of them you use.

9
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Application forms
When you apply for something, for example a loan, a credit
card, a place on a course, or a licence, you usually have to fill in
a form.
Many forms ask for personal details such as name, address,
postcode, phone number and so on.
In this unit, Farm Management 1, we will look at how to read,

understand and complete basic forms.
In Farm Management 2 and Farm Management 3 we will look at

410

complex forms like loan applications.

0Ivit

Activity 1
In this activity you will look at the words that are often found
on forms.

W Ofrice

forms
These words are often found on forms:
occupation
next of kin

spouse or partner
nationality

signature
marital status
for office use only

subscription

10
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membership number
declaration
as above

enclose
1.

Match the key words with their meanings here.
Your job

Whether you are single, married, de facto, separated,
divorced, widowed

Your wife, husband, or person you live with

A legal promise

Where you sign your name

Your close family

Where you are a citizen

Do not write here it is for the office

If you are a member of something (for example, the
Victorian Farmers Federation), the number you have

11
6
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The same as before

Money to pay for a regular service

Put in the envelope

wofric),

names on forms
These words are used for names on forms:
surname
given name (first name)

maiden name
initials
title

2.

Match the key words with their meanings here.
Mr, Ms, Miss, or Mrs

The first letters of your first names, for example J for
John

A woman's name before she is married

Family name, for example, Smith

7
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First name, for example, Joe or Maria

j W Ofr.coe

abbreviations
Forms also often use abbreviations. An abbreviation is a
short way of writing words of groups of words.
Sometimes it will only be one letter. Here are some
common abbreviations:
M
F

DOB

yrs
tel

Ph

n/a
No.

d/m/y
w/o
3.

Match the key words with their meanings here.

Telephone number (two answers)

Date of birth

Male

Years

8
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Day/month/year

Female

Without

Number

14
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Here is a form requesting personal details. Tom has filled it in.
IUSE BLOCK LETTERS
AND BLACK INK

Personal Details
surname. MOORE
First names.

Title:

MR

THCIMAS.SIERHEN.

Home address:

MQQR.E5.F.ARM....021.D..MILLROAD

Town or suburb: MUM
State.

VICTQRIA

Postcode:

Phone Number

019 191p 9191

Postal address:

MOORES FARM., P.O. BOX 123

3999

TAMURA VICTORIA 3999
Sex:

(Male)

(circle one):

D.O.B.: .......... 39.1.1? /54

Female

Nationality: AUSTRAIJAN

Next of kin/emergency
contact person Name:

Phone Number

5VE.MQ.Q.RE

019 1919 9191

Marital status
(circle one): single

divorced / separated / widowed

Partner's / spouse's name:
Names of children

SUE MOORE

BARBARA MOORE

(if applicable).

HENRY MOORE

Employment Details
DAIRY FARMER
Occupation.
Name of employer: SELF-EMPLOYED
Business address AS ABOVE

Town or suburb:
State:

Postcode:

Phone Number
Signature:

7./4øw

15
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Activity 2
Here is a personal details form. Fill it in carefully with
your own information, and get someone to check it for
you. Then you can keep it to help you fill in forms in
future.

1.

Personal Details
Surname.
First names.
Home address:
Town or suburb:
State:
Phone Number:
Postal address:

IUSE BLOCK LETTERS
AND BLACK INK

Title:

Postcode:

Sex:

(circle one):

Male

Female

D.O.B

Nationality:
Next of kin/emergency
contact person Name:
Phone Number:
Marital status
(circle one): single / married / divorced / separated / widowed
Partner's / spouse's name:
Names of children
(if applicable).

Employment Details
Occupation.
Name of employer.
Business addressTown or suburb:
State.
Phone Number.
Signature.

Postcode:
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2.

Here are some more forms. What is each form an
application for? Practise filling them in with your
information. If you want more practice, you can look for
other examples and keep them in your folder.

Black and Coloured Sheep Breeders'
Assocation of Australia. Vic. Inc.
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

NAME

MR
MRS
MISS

ADDRESS
POSTCODE
TELEPHONE

1/We hereby apply for membership of B.& C.S.B.A.A. and agree if admitted to the
Association to abide by the constitution and rules.
1 /We own/breed

No. ofblack and coloured sheep of the following breeds:
No. rams
No. ewes

No. ewes - No. rams

No. ewes -No. rams
No. of wethers

No. of lambs (under 1 year)

Herewith remittance $

for financial year ending 30th June

Date

Signed

Poroud appticatian with Cheque to the &metal', IKSIIAA

To which region do you belong?
Indic:WA location on map with a dot

South West
Western

CD

North West
North East

North Central
South East

Reproduced with permission from the
Black and Coloured Sheep Breeders Association of Australia (Vic.) Inc.

BESTCOPYAVAILABLE
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**

Mail or fax to:
Vth World Merino Conference
PO Box 16
Kirwee, Canterbury
New Zealand
Phone/fax: +64 3 318 1792

WORLD MERINO
CONFERENCE
Please Print Clearly

Delegate

Title

Initials

Family Name

Initials

Family Name

(Dr. Mr. Mrs. Ms. etc.)

Accompanying Person

Trtle
(Dr. Mr. Mrs. Ms. etc.)

Preferred Names for nametags.
Postal Address:
Country:

Phone:

Fax:

include country & area code

include country & area code

Translation Service required:

El Yes

No

(subject to demand. English/Spanish translation will be provided)

PAYMENT
Preconference Farm Tour

Early Bird

Stanched

before 1/9/97

from 1/9/97

Single
Supplement

:rlirYr4 pii INV tg-itIMil!gli.iti4% ligt4
.iltg.4:11-..i.,..,:,-; '

$2,150

$2,365

$450

Superior

$2,650

$2,915

$775

$61

$67

Queenstown upgrade (applies to standard tour only)

$45

$60

$65

Otago alternative 24/3/98

$40

."H.;
F.i:.
$45 ti,.ni'

Homestay where available (circle one)

Yes

Postconference Tour

'WH:er;!:9,'1wl

Expo & Conference

Banquet (per person)
.:::

1 7. ii.

-.

9

.,,.
j4.

AY

$608

$700

$770

$199

:7: :;':::i
..: Ix 1::. .:1.

;.;:,!,,.,

-4-,....,::::., t::,

-I-

1.0"10i

.

!1.: I a'

i.,.

: ':A tb ::: 'i::" VtIl..!!Ha,':.!

,

$550 1:if.'15Tij:.i:.::::

Yes

No

$100

$100

Ltirprtl r,1:-"&:jf 1:1;::::11: pl.

-,',4-';tt'iit:*;.;!Ilie:i:
?;,,01:4:;.r
0-.4 ::....:-..,;:noi

18

:I.

1'4' ''`

'.' .','"'"`:','"'
iz.t.:1:;-:::E;;,?i..'t.':. t.; ;;::.t. fq

Reproduced with permission from
World Federation Stud Merino Breeders
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;r:,.:1;,,i .: zra

''''-""

$1,925

.1:5..t 41

TOP." i. !`t 16-.14 .T44

$250
..

$500

Conference session - attending
Concurrent Session: Grower Marketing Initiatives

:leg:tiv.,..,...3.:::i 4N2-th..i

t!

$1,750

i: ;.4:.,

Expo and Conference

-.4

:W:Ill'ig'g';

,

,v,

'A i!-.:f..t''LZ''::

Bay of Islands Extension

Subtotal

S.

$225

Country Living - Superior

.','..1.;.31,:117.'

No

::,:

;,,,.,:;,i

"::1«.;':,.;;,....,..a:

ni14-:[1:7iYztiil'

Marlborough Sounds alternative 20/3/98

Canterbury tour day & functions

V".Vlif Y%K1141:

' 3,*11ZtF.:W2.:alkIIIIiiirii.qi:1

Standard

Mini Farm Tour (0,,e day only)

Price NZS
Total
number (includes GM)
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VICTORIAN FARMERS FEDERATION
FARRER HOUSE, 24-28 COLLINS STREET, MELBOURNE 3000
TELEPHONE (03) 9207 5555 FAX: (03) 9207 5500

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Name:

Member Number

Address:
Post Code:

Telephone Number: (

)

Fax Number:

)

(

If the member is a company or Partnership, please nominate the name of one person authorised to
represent the membership at meetings and vote on Its behalf
(Please tick

Li appropriate box)

VFF ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION
VFF EMPLOYMENT HANDBOOK SERVICE
OTHER
TOTAL

PLEASE DEDUCT FROM MY CREDIT CARD CHARGES TOTALLING

El BANKCARD

momooporio I MEE

VISA

MASTERCARD

SIGNATURE

Exp. Date

FIGHTING FOR YOUR RICH IS.
As fanners, we're the bucldame of Awaralia its

history and flume. lict i', load tmough fighting
dr.:night, fire nod flood without having to fight.
for oor nghts as well,
Thafr why the Victorian Farmers Federation is
them to take up rho figh: for you. As Australia'a
largem mate farmer organisation, we're the only
rectignistd voice protecting the interests of n11
Victorian farnters, no morter how hig or
by professionally lobliyiog gi.venittient an a
wide range of itsuet.

111U'

Lobbied against abolishment or diesel
tux rebate, worth A.'ift milli., a year
to Victorian Farmers.
Truck registrations lower titan any
other state.
S1511 subsidy for rollover Ito:ler:non
on tractors.

As Ak mend., [If the VFF

IELP US HELP You
Name:
Adlltee

colitled to

discount, no insortmcc, clothing, footware,
HAVE YOUR VOICE HEARD
We cute( fight Me elemetti,. of mom, hut
we ean help you fight the elements ionlarmining

your rights in government. All It IAN is the
support of each lind every flintier to tinkle as
one voice by registering us a member of the

hotels. veliiele. rook. tooling, pinnies. inttleriCs.

With your aupport we Can Manta e to mote
u difference. Some of OtIC recent achievements
include:
Etzt:

State tux on pew,' reduced
by 1.6 cents/litre and tax on diesel
hy 4.1 ecuts/litm.
$93 minium for rural road Ittnjerte
in 1997

Telephone:

computer:, rynts mid mirth mom.

You ran nko rely on the V El to provide a
with: mop, 441 oervieto and supply free legal and
linnncial advice.

Property Location-

liIll

Victorian mermen Federation.

siFF, ACHIEVENIF \ITS

Postcode.

HI.I.1' YOu

The equation is simple; the non, inetniter, we
have, the mOre !tower we wield and
the more influence wo have river govertitneto.
Help os help yo..t arid juin the Federation that's
[tinter:ling your interests..

Volt' Main agriculturn1 enterprise:

la Beef/land,

la

CALL DIRE(
Call now on nor dimet lie, ;(h8) 9'207 9551 or

Wool

Z1 Fruit
Egg,

O Dairy

0 Vegenahlre

O Cropping

0 Rowers

fill mit rho attached fonts, tool a VI+ field
officer will
pnkpent y

orgociunk It

little lo ecnne. io your

anti disci.. die ttdxtsnfltges

Omer:

or

joilling the VIT in more tlernil.

Reproduced with permission from the
Victorian Farmers Federation Pastoral Group.
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I

Yes! Please deliver my subscription to Stock and Land tor 12 months

sonly $93.60

NameAddress.

State.

Telephone.
I enclose my cheque for $
Bankcard 0 Mastercard

Postcode.

for my subscription to Stock and Land or charge my credit card:
D Visacard
Expiry Date

CLICICI 0000 DODD ULM

Card No
Signature
D By Austraha Post
Please deliver my subscription:
Name and address of local newsagent:

0 To my newsagent for my collection

Newsagent Telephone
Post this form with your cheque or credit card details to:

Stock and Land Subscriptions, PO Box 160. Port Melbourne Vic. 3207 or Preece!! 1800 035 351
**Subscriptions are tax deductible for bona fide primary producers.

Reproduced with permission from Rural Press

AVAILABLE
BEST COPY

0
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interim Board Members of The Australian Wool Growers
Association are:
Mr Peter Laird - Chairman (NSW),
Mr David Webster - Vice Chairman (WA),
Mr Bill Bredhauer (Old), Mrs Sandra Richards (Old), Mr Kevin
Bredhauer (cold), Mr Murray McClure (SA), Mr Ian Farrar (NSW),
Mr Tom Silcock (Vic), Mr Geoff King (Vic), Mr Fred House
(WA), Mr John Roydhouse (NSW), Mr Steve Nicholson (NSW).
Ms Maree McCaskill, Campaign Director.
Mrs Marion Gibbins, Association Secretary.
Considerable support for the need for reform is being expressed
by wool growers around the country. In athlition, individual
governnwnt members are also recognising this need for change
as well as stud breeders, wool buyers and processors.
Your support in the call for change in structures and denwcratic
representation qf ALL wool growers is vital. It is only through
action with a strong united body representing ALL wool growers
that necessary refinins with a commercial fixus will succeed

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
Name.

Address.
Phone:

Fax:

Wood Production: Number of bales? Normal

1995/96

Membership is $20 per member. A receipt will be issued:
Secretariat: P.O. Box 326 Horsham 3402
Phone: (03) 53 811866 Fax: (03) 53 826022
Figure 1: Examples of forms
Reproduced with permission from the
Australian Woolgrowers Association.

16
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Application forms-longer
answers
The forms in the previous section only needed short answers.
But sometimes forms ask for long answers. In this section we
will look at how to write long answers. We will go through the
whole process step-by-step.
You can use this process any time you are writing something
important.
Here is an example.

Tom is applying for a study tour to New Zealand. To be
selected, he has to fill in a form. The form asks him to write
about his farming experience.
Following, is what Tom wrote about his farming experience.

4.

17

2
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UNIT= 111111YEIRMERS OF VICIORIX
VFF COMMODITY GROUP AND AFFILIATED WM ADFF
2448 Calm Street,
Plume: (03) NM 8600
Melbourne, Vic. 3000.

Fax Ile: (03) 9207 8611

ADFF 1997 NEW ZEALAND STUDY TOUR
APPLICATION FORM
1.

PERSONAL DETAILS
Surname:

Christian name(s):
Date of Birth.
Yes

Will your spouse/partner accompany you (at own expense)?

No

Maybe

If Yes, Name of spouse/partner:
Your address
Postcode.

Phone No: (

Fax No: (

)

)

VFF/UDV Membership Number and Branch:
2.

FARMING EXPERIENCE
Write a brief note about your farm operations, farming experience and length of farming
experience:

We llama Who dairy farmin.Tamura,..south..west..Victoria.
we.have.100..cows

I have 30 years experience of dairy farming. I got my first
job at 16 on a farm milking 25 cows. After 2 years I moved
to a larger farm at Colac where 80 cows were milked. In
1980 my wife Sue and I bought this farm and we have built
it up. In 1989 we also bought the neighbouring farm.

3.

INDUSTRY INVOLVEMENT
(List involvement in dairy industry and farming organisations - both current and past

Example: description of farming experience
Reproduced with permission from: Tony Audley; United Dairyfarmers of Victoria.

23
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Tom did not write this the first time. To get to this stage he
went through quite a long process.

Writing skill: the five stages of writing

4.

1.

Think and talk about what to write.

2.

Make a plan.

3.

Write a first draft.

4.

Check and fix the draft.

5.

Write a final version.

Let's go through the five steps.

1

Think and talk about what to

write

Experience! I'll say! 30 years of it! I
started at 16. Then I went to a big farm at
Co lac. We bought this place in 1980. And
the neighbour's place in 1989. That's 110
hectares. We've built it up ourselves.

CD

0
0

19

24
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2

Make a plan

Tom decides what to write about and makes this plan:

ININIONNIONIUNI
1111010111101101
30 yrs exp.

stnd farm
Started 16 Co lac - BO cows

1980 - Tamura
place
bout neibours
110 ha - 100 cows

25
20
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3

Write a first draft

Then Tom writes a first draft on another piece of paper. He
just writes down everything he and Sue thought of. He leaves
plenty of space to make changes. There are some mistakes,
because it is a first draft.

INIKONINII
of

experence
job
I have 30 years
my first
I
got
They
diary farming.
25
cows.
on a farm milking
20 chooks.
also had about
at Co lac

I

farm

moved to a kirger
were milked. sue
80
cows
where
farm and we
this
bout
and I
diary
we have a
bilt
it
up.
it is
have
in
Tamura
.
and sheep farm
110 ha.

2
21
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4

Check and fix the draft

Tom and Sue then talk about what they have written.

The question says 'farm

operations' first so we can put
our farm first, then our
experience.

I think you should say how many
cows we have.

I'll take out the bit about the
chooks it's not important for
dairy farming.

Let's have two sections instead
of just one.

What other changes could they make? Do you have any
suggestions?

27
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Tom and Sue marked all the changes on the first draft like this:

bite

PRIMPIIMIN
of

experence
I have 30 years
got my first job
farming.
I
diary
milking 25 cows.
at 16 on a farm
20 chooks. I
had
about
They also
farm at Co lac
moved to a larger
milked, sue
where 80 cows were
farm and we have
and I bout this
have a diary an
up. we

Tamura.
sheep farm in
We have 100 cows.

23
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Then they wrote it all again. Torn and Sue's second go is like
this.

II
,

II I

A

I

I

I i

,
MIMPIRM
NC

in Tamura,
We have a diary farm
Victoria. we have 100

south west
cows.

experence of
30
years
I have
got my first job
diary farming. I
milking 25 cows.
at 16 on a farm
to a larger
after 2 years I moved
where 80 cows were
Colac
farm at
wife sue and I
milked. in 1980 my
have bilt it
farm
and
we
bout this
also bout the
up. In 1989 we
neibouring farm.

24
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Spelling

In this section there are some ideas about how to fix up your
spelling. For more ideas, see the spelling section in Farmers as
Employers 2.

Tom goes through and underlines all the spellings he is not sure
of.

10111111111110110118111

WOIMMINIWNINI
in Tamura,
We have a ckt..-LQ-;:--Miwe have 100
Victori a.
SOLIM west
cows.

ex erence of
30
years
job
I have
got my first
milking 25 cows.
at 16 on a farm moved to a larger
after 2 years
where BO cows
Cokic
at
farm
1980 my wife sue
milked.
in
have
were

diatin 'I
I

and we
this
farm
and II2gta

bilt it up. In 1989 we
farm.
the rlejbot

also bout

Tom, we can check some words

on the form.

25
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FARMING EXPERIEN

rief note abou
experience:

ADFF 1997 NEW ZEALAND ST
APPLICATION FORM
1.

PERSONAL DETAILS
Surname'
Christian name(s).

Date of Birth'
.1 expense)?

Wit your spouse/partner accompa

Yes

No

Maybe

If Yes, Name of spouse/part

Your address

Phone No: (

)

i..liP Number and Branch

VFF/UDV M
2.

FARMINr
Write a

ERIENCE
note about your farm operations, farming experience and length of farming

experienca

3.

INDUSTRY INV
(List involvement

NT
dustry and farming organ

bons - both current and past

Y INVOLV MENT
ement i dairy i dustry

Figure 2: Dairy farm - words circled
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The words "dairy" and "experience" are printed on the form.
Tom gets Sue to read out the spellings while he corrects his
own.
d-a-i-r-y

e-x-p-e-r-i-e-n-c-e

This leaves three words : "neibouring" "bout" and "bilt"
Sue checks "neibouring" in the dictionary. To check the spelling
of a word in a dictionary, you first must have some ideas about
how to spell it, or you will never find it. This time it works
because she knows the first few letters.
neigh n. 1. the sound a horse makes; a whinny. - v.i. 2. to make such
a sound; to whinny.

neighbour = neighbor n. 1. one who lives near another. 2. a
person or thing that is near another. 3. a fellow being subject to the
obligations of humanity. -adj. 4. US. living or situated near to
another. -v.t. 5. to place or bring near. 6. to live or be situated near to;
adjoin; border on. -v. 7. to associate on the terms of neighbours; be
neighbourly or friendly (fol. by with). 8. to live or be situated nearby.
neighbourhood = neighborhood n. 1. the region near or about
some place or thing; the vicinity. 2. a district or locality, often with
reference to its character or inhabitants; a fashionable
neighbourhood. 3. a number of person living near one another or in a
particular locality; the whole neighbourhood was there.
In#1.1

raw a

opv,<...;

4uni

t

veni

Figure 3: Dictionary entry
Reprinted from The Macquarie Dictionarj; 3rd edition,
courtesy of The Macquarie Library Pty Ltd, 199Z

27
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The gh in neighbour reminds Sue of some other words that
have gh. Some of these are:
light

night
sight

ought

thought
brought.
Patterns like this can often help.

Finally, "bilt" is a similar word to "builder". Tom and Sue have
a builder's card on their fridge:

Call Joe Demarroy

Builder of Quality
03 2351 7563

So the right spelling is "built".

33
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Tom's answer now looks like this.

dairy farm in

We have a 110ha
Victoria. we
south
west
Tamura,
have 100 cows.
experience of
I have 30 years
I got my first job
dairy farming.
milking 25 cows.
at 16 on a farm
to a larger
after 2 years I moved
where 80 cows were
Co
lac
farm at
wife sue and I
milked. in 1980 my
and we have
this
farm
bought
bought
In 1989 we also

built it up.

the neighbouring

farm.

Finally, they have to fix up some of the letters. Sue knows the
rule:

Capital letters go at the start of each
sentence (after the full stops) and at the
start of names.

34
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1. Activity 3
Where should capital letters go on this text? Add them here.

11 7 ItU IN
BMW
IN
farm in
We have a 110ha dairy
Victoria. we
south
west
Tamura,
have 100 cows.
experience of
30
years
I have
got my first job
farming.
I
dairy
milking 25 cows.
farm
a
at 16 on
to a larger
after 2 years I moved
cows were
Cokic where 80

farm at

wife sue and I
milked. in 1980 my
and we have
bought this farm
bought
In 1989 we also

built it up.

the neighbouring

35
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5

Write a final version

The final version is like this.

ant Militittinfillifi
farm in

110ha dairy
We have a
west Victoria. we
south
Tamura,
have 100 cows.
of

experience
I have 30 years
my first job
I
got
dairy farming.
milking 25 cows.
farm
on
a
at 16
moved to a larger
years
After 2
80 cows were
where
farm at Co lac
and I
my wife Sue
In
1980
milked.
have
farm and we
this
bought
bought
1989 we also
In
built it up.
farm.

I

the neighbouring
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Q'L

Activity 4
Now answer the question about farming experience for
yourself.

Go through the same process. Write the plan, draft and changes
on a sheet of paper.
Remember the process.

001Is

Writing skills: five stages of writing
1.

Think and talk about what to write (look at Tom and
Sue's answer for ideas).

2.

Make a plan.

3.

Write a first draft.

4.

Check and fix the draft.

5.

Write a final version.

Farming experience. Write a brief answer about your farming
operations and farming experience.

37
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Interviews
Tom may have to go for an interview to get on the study tour.
Interviews are used to select people for:
study tours
jobs

loans

renting a house or property
training courses.

Whatever the reason for the interview, those interviewing are
looking for the same thing. They want to decide:

how suitable you are for the loan, the job or the course
how reliable you are.

Tell us about your yields for
the last three years.

Why should we give you a loan?

What do you plan to do in

the next five years?

33.
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While it is hard to write an application, you can do many drafts
and get help from others. Tom did several drafts and got Sue to
help him. It's a bit different when you go for an interview as:
you are by yourself

you want to show why you should be chosen

you don't want to forget anything.
Lena and Mario have just employed Chris, a new share-farmer.
They chose him from six others, even though he was not the
most experienced. These are the reasons they gave.

He was keen to learn and
seemed willing to work hard.
He'd done a chemical
users' course.

He'd thought about the
interview and wanted a career
in dairying.

We rang his referees who
backed up what he said.

Interviews are about selling yourself. You have to convince
people that you are a person who can be relied on to do a job,
repay a loan or finish a course.

34
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Before the interview
Think about what questions you might be asked at an interview
and what sort of person the interviewers want.
Look at:

the position description
the application form
course brochures.
They should give you some idea of what questions you may be
asked. You may also like to ring up to get more information.

How long is the course for?

Are you looking for
an experienced
picker?

bo I need a front-end
loader's licence?

Write down your experience and any questions you would like
to ask in the interview. It is easy to forget and notes will jog
your memory.

Take along some papers or figures to back up what you say at
the interview

35
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oovit

Activity

5

Remember the study tour that Tom was applying for? The tour
is for farmers to travel to New Zealand.
What questions do you think Tom could be asked in an
interview?
Write down some ideas.

At the interview
Make the most of your experience. Tell them about yourself
and let them see why they should give you the loan, the job or
the place in the course. Answer with more than a yes or no.
Speak clearly and look at the people as you answer their
questions.
This is what Chris said at the interview when he was asked
about his experience with dairy herds.

41
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I know how to pull a calf. I know what I can
do and when I should call a vet. I've had
experience With milk fever. The farm I
worked on last year had salmonella, so I can
spot an infected animal.

Listen carefully to what is said. Look at the person asking
questions.
Mario gave this advice.

Be truthful with people. Sell
yourself, but be honest. You'll
get caught out if you tell lies.

'vilvitu_ Activity 6
In an interview, if you were asked about your experience in
farming, what would you include? What would you emphasise?
Write your answers here.

42
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At the end of the interview
Remember to ask questions yourself. You may find you:

don't want the job/the course/the study tour
don't like the terms offered
need more information.

When you say, I'll meet
35% of the feed costs,
what does this include?

How many are going on this

tour?

How much is the interest

for the first year?
What is the total
cost of the course?

Give the names and contact details of two referees. Referees
are people who can talk about your work experience and
recommend you for the job. Choose people who will back up
what you say. Always let them know they might be contacted.
Then they can be prepared.

43
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dvIlv%_ Activity 7
Who would you ask to be your referees if you were going for a
position as a share farmer? List your referees here.

39
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Scanning the classified ads
In the example in the last section, Tom was applying for a study
tour. These days, lots of farmers are doing different kinds of
training.

In the past, farmers learned things from their parents, from
experience, and from other farmers. It is still important to learn
about farming like that. But anot.her way of learning is to go to
a college, a training centre or a Neighbourhood House and do a
course. Many courses can take place on farms too. Local
farmers can get together and organise their own training.

ofr.sy

training
Here are some words that apply to training:
These are qualifications you
get when you finish a

certificate

diploma
degreecourse.

Certificate is the lowest,
degree is the Mghest.
A certificate course will
usually have more emphasis
on practical work.

after finishing secondag

Post-secondary

school
any place where you can do
a course

training provider

To find out about courses, there are a few things you can do.
You can ask other farmers and find out by word of mouth. You
can ask farmers' organisations or the Department of Natural
Resources and Energy. You can contact your local TAFE
College, community education centre or Neighbourhood
House. A lot of courses are advertised in newspapers too.

45
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061Is

Reading skills: scanning
Scanning Means reading quickly to find something in particular.
For example, you scan a railway timetable for the right train or
the newspaper for a football score.

For example, when you read ads you do not have to read every
word. Normally you are only looking for one or two key words
that interest you. This is called scanning.

0

Activity 8
1.

Scan the followsing ads to find good courses for these
people.
Ron has been a small hobby farmer for 20 years. He is
now thinking seriously about ostriches and would like to
find out more about farming them.
Sarah has just left school. She wants to be a shearer but
has no experience.

Mary has been running the farm finances for her family
for years. She would like to learn how to use a computer.
Giovanni needs to get the Farm Chemical Users'
Certificate.

46
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The Wool and Rural

IndustriegSkill
Training (WRIST) Centre

SHEARER and
SHEDHAND TRAINING

External Studies
jc

The WRIST Centre invites interested
persons to register for shearer and
shedhand training course positions
Courses include new entrant; .training for

Study at home, at work anytime, anywhere!
Extemg stoles gists you the fluitikty to nutty g Kir am
toce,

ycxx ogn time, at veer location. Study is suPPected

with melon rmourres, mots and sycelohous.

Business/Computer courses
Accounttng
Computing (Basic to Atha:ice:a
Occupational Heidi 0 Safety
Office Administration

ersons wanting to work in shearing sheds
Novice, intermediate and professional
courses are also available for shearers
The courses are conducted in shearing sheds

Sales & Marketing

Small Mims Management

Workplace Lexiersinp & Manumit

5

Real Estate course

across Victoria and may be near or in your
district
Woolgrowers and shearing contractors are
invited to support the program for their own
short and long term benefit by providing

Agents Representatm Course

Rural Studies
nkaidassing

and many more

sheep and facilities to accommodate industry
needs for training

Plume us toll free today for more death

1800 067 209

For further information, cosi and details please
contact Kevin Bailey or Victoria Mack

Ftlir

WIMMERA NtTITIJTE CIF TAFE

PHONE: (03) 5573 0943 ALL HOURS
FAX: (03) 5573 0962
The WRIST Centre, Private Bag 105
Hamilton, Victoria WO
Reproduced with permission from the Wool and Rural
Industries S kill Training Centre.

Reproduced with permusion from the

Universio of Ballarat

At Longerenong
Business is Booming!
Already 1000 students have studied

The Certificate/Diploma in Rural

units in the Certificate in Rural
Office ProMice. In this popular

Business Management gives you a

home study course you will learn to
master Windows 95, manage farm
finances, keep efficient records and
confidently prepare cash-flows,
budgets and taxation returns.

pmfessional edge in planning and
managing a rural business or
primary production enterprise. You
may elect advanced computer studies,

marketing or become an expert in

ti

agricultural climatology.

Wezo;P%rf
Both courses offer the flexibility of home study with dose tutor
contact. Workshops for hands-on experience and seminars are
held in your local area.

"I'n IA111161 Fl
01. NiELBOURNE

Give your rural business the business edge it deserves!

LONGERENONG

For information contact Carolyn toll free on 1800 814294

RMB 3000 HORSHAM. 3400

Reproduced with permission from the Melbourne UniversiO, Longernong

BESTCOPY AVAILABLE
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Part-time Agriculture
Programs 1997
Sunup institute is offering the following courses In 1999.
Establishing a Cool Climate
Vineyard

Commercial Deer Farming for
Profit

Course duration: 60 hrs Cost: 665

Course duration: 60 hrs Cost: $85

Location: Eddington Campus

Location: Eddington Campus

Goat Meat & Fibre Production
Management

Fresh Water Fish Farming

Course duration: 60 hrs Cost: $85

Location: Eddington Campus

Course duration: 60 hrs Cost $85

Location: Eddinaton Campus

Introduction to Wine Making

Cattle Artificial Insemination
Course

Course duration: 30 hrs Cost $50

Course duration: 4 days Cost: TBA

Location: Eddington Campus

Location: Yallambah Campus

Commercial Ostrich Farming
for Profit

Trees on Farms from Woodlot
to Furniture

Course duration: 60 hrs Cost $85

Course duration: 60 hrs Cost $85

Location: Eddington Campus

Location: Eddington Campus

Bee Keeping

Course in Farm Chemical Use

Course duration: 35 hrs Cost S45

Course duration: 30 Ms Cost: $50

Location:Princeton Campus

Location: Princeton Campus

SUNUP
INSTITUTE
OF TA FE

For further details please contact
Us McInerney or Josle Convene on
9247 1412
Owitty
Endorsed

Corn..1,

WOb SRO: mrcr.Surupnir040 .au

Farm Chemical
Users Course
Developed in response to the Victorian Farmers
Federation for a higher level of competency in the
safe use of Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals.
Legislation requires farmers to hold a cenificate to
use certain chemicals.

Learn more about Selecting Chemicals,
decanting and using chemicals.
Transporting and Storing them safely.The
course also concentrates on Pest Control,
Applying cleaning up and disposing of
chemicals as well as First Aid
Two courses to be held as follows:
Harrow - 8th & 11th April

Caring Bush Nursing Centre
Marylebone - 15th & 17th April
Marylebone High School
NB Bring calculator, pen and paper

Contact Marylebone Institute of TAFE
on 03 59 111 55 or
Caring Bush Nursing Centre on
03 5588 1111 or the Hopeville High
School on 03 97 0121
Marylebone TAFE

Figure 4.: Training ads
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They are looking for some training. Which course is suitable for
each person? Write the name of the course, the college and a
contact number in the space provided.

Ron
Course:
College:

Phone number:

Sarah
Course:
College:

Phone number:

Mary
Course:
College:

Phone number:

Giovanni
Course:
College:

Phone number:

49
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2.

Is there any kind of training that you need? Look in your
local newspaper, in a magazine or a bulletin to find some
ads about training courses. Make notes about any course
that may be useful. (Add these notes to your folder.)

45
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Get to the point
Scanning is a way to get the important points when you are
reading. You often need to do this when you are talking to
people.

How often have listened to someone talking and thought:

Get to the point!
What is he on about?
This is going right over my head.
Jeff, a grazier, tells of his experience.

I listened to a chemical expert
tell me all about this new oral
drench for my ewes.

He told me all about the trials, when to give
the drench to the ewes and how much to give
to the maiden ewes. He went on for about five
minutes until I just had to butt in.

I asked him how long it gave protection
for. I was really only interested in using
drench capsules so when he said the dose
only gave short-term protection, I knew

I didn't want a bar of it.

51
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When was the last time you listened to a person talking on and
on, without getting to the point?
Often when we talk to people they give us information :
that is not clear
does not include what we need to know
includes too much detail.
Sometimes this is deliberate. People do this to:

make things seem better or worse than they are
confuse you

get you to agree with them
sell you something.

Here's what Jill said after she left a talk given by a politician.

He went on and on about all the things his
government had done for rural areas. He told us
about the money they'd spent on new roads and
Landcare groups. When Kath asked him if the
local hospital was going to be closed, he started
talking about things we wanted to hear about.

I
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Asking questions
Asking questions makes people get to the point. It shows the
person speaking that you are thinking about what they are
saying.

Is this the only loan or do
you have interest only
terms?.

Are you saying that this will
protect the ewes for 12
weeks?

.10.1V
CI

a. Activity 9
This product will give your pasture
everything your cattle need. Tests have
shown that dairy cattle improve their
production by 20%. You can't afford not
to use it.

1.

What questions would you ask this representative from a
fertiliser company? Write them down.

53
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2.

Listen to an interview on the radio. It doesn't matter who
it is. Choose someone you want to hear! How well did the
interview go? Use the following checklist to help you
decide.

Who was interviewed?

What was the interview topic?

Yes

No

Did the person:
-

leave out information?

include too much information?
answer the questions asked?
Was the person:
-

easy to understand?

LI

brief and to the point?
Did you learn anything from the interview?
If no, why not?

What questions would you have asked?

54
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Getting the answer you want
Asking questions lets the person talking know:
whether they are getting their message across
what you want to know.

There are different kinds of questions.
Some questions are closed.
There is only one correct answer to a closed question. You ask
closed questions when you want a short answer or specific
information. These are closed questions:

When is the new law
coming In?
Have you had a roll

bar fitted to your
tractor yet?

55
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Some questions are open. You ask an open question to get
detail or if you want to know someone's opinion.

How does that new mouse
bait compare to the old one?

Can you tell me more about
how shade cloths stand up to
bad weather?

What are the safety issues we
need to know about?

What do you think of the gun
buyback scheme?

0

Activity 1 0
Think back to the interview you listened to on the radio in the
last activity.
1.

Give two examples of closed questions that were asked.

51
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2.

Give two examples of open questions.

3.

Did open or closed questions get the most detailed
answers?

57
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Farm management in a drought
In an earlier section we looked at some small ads, and how to
scan them for what you are looking for. In this section we will
look at another kind of reading.
When you pick up a newspaper or magazine, you usually look
through it quickly first to see if there is anything interesting.
This is called skimming.

00Is
11:

Reading skills: skimming
Skimming is reading quickly to get a general idea about what
you are reading. You may read the front page of a newspaper
this way.

To get some idea about the article, you can look:

at the headline
at the pictures
at the headings.

53
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d_ Activity 11

o

Below is an article from the Weekly Times. First look at the

1.

headline, Beat the drought with more cows. What do
you think it means?

WEEKLY TIMES 217197

Page 4

Beat the drought
with more cows
Running more cows in a
dry season means more
feeding and less profit,

profits dropped on all

right? No, not quite.

three farms. But Farms B

Surviving the drought

In the drought, the
and C still made more

Three farm trials

The Ellinbank Dairy

money than Farm A.
John Taylor says they all

Research Centre is survived the drought
doing some trials of well.

three different farms to

"We had a group of New

see which is the best.
The trial is called the

Zealand farmers here

ABC trial. "We put three

wanted to know where

systems in place and let
farmers compare them,"

said John Taylor, the
coordinator.

Farm A is an average
Gipps land dairy farm.

Farm B aims for high

milk production per
cow. Farm C has a high

number of cows per

last week, and they
the drought is!" laughed
John.

outside sources. This is
more expensive, but you
can still make a profit.
Over several years, the
good years offset the bad
year."

Making money
In fact, all the farms are

making more money

than the industry

average, even Farm A.

On Farm A, grain
feeding costs were lower

than on most farms.
"This shows there is
scope for the average

Plan ahead
In a hard season, the key

farm to improve

to success is to plan

management," says

ahead. "We were not

John.

getting much pasture, so
we fed the B and C cows

hay and grain from

hectare.
f

Figure 5: Weekly Times 2/7/97
Reprinted courteg of the Herald and Weekly times
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2.

Skim the headings quicidy. What do they tell you about
the article?

3.

What do you think the article is about? Highlight your
answer.

How droughts affect sheep farms.

The problem of droughts on dairy farms.
How dairy farmers can do well in a drought.
4.

If you are interested, you can read the article in detail.

W Ofr.coo

droughts
Here are some words from the article:
drought
trial
profit
average

pasture
5.

Match the key words with the meanings:

Money made in business

Test

Normal, ordinary

55
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Paddock grass for grazing
stock

Long time of no or little rain
6.

Now read the article carefully. Think about these
questions:

What is the point of the trials?
What are the results of the trial for the three farms?
What can dairy farms do to make a profit even in the
drought?
7.

After reading the article, discuss these questions.

What is the point of the trials?
What are the results of the trial for the three farms?
What can dairy farms do to make a profit even in a
drought?

60vit,L Activity 12
This activity helps you develop your vocabulary and practise
spelling. Choose the right word to complete the sentence. Write
the word in the space.

survive

production
season

drought
plan

profit

1.

This has been a hard
farmers.

2.

There has been a long
farmers and their families to

3.

Farmers need to think about the future and make a
Even in dry times, farm
can be
good, and farmers can still make a

for many Australian

61.
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Letters
Sometimes, you may want to contact an organisation. You may
need to:

ask for information (make an enquiry)

order something
complain
make a claim.

You can often do this face-to-face or over the phone. But
sometimes it is better to put things in writing. You may need to
write a formal business letter.
Formal letters about business and official matters are not like
informal letters you send to family or friends. We use formal
words and lay out the letters a bit differently.
In this section we will look at letters of enquiry. In any formal
letter (or phone enquiry) it is important to keep it short, and
make your enquiry as clear as possible. Before you write, think
about: who to write to, and exactly what you want.

oxcil s

Writing skills: Writing a formal letter
When you write a formal letter, like an enquiry letter, follow
these rules.
1.

Use formal language.
e.g. I would like some information about courses.

2.

Be brief and to the point.
e.g. I am interested in studyingRural Management.

3.

Be polite.
e.g. Please let me know the cost.

4.

Be clear and give details you need.
e.g. Couldyou give me the date the course starts?

People often type formal letters to make them easy to read.
Write clearly if you cannot type.
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Formal letters follow a plan.

Here is a plan of a formal enquiry letter.
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Letter A

The date

Receiver's name,
if you know it, or
job position, and
their address

Sender's
address

A polite greeting
start with Dear
Sir/Madam if you do
not know the
receiver's name. (If
you do not know, it is
often worth a phone
call to find out the
name of the right
person.)
Say why
you are
writing

Give information
and details about
what you want

You can put a
polite ending
like this

Print your name

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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/Ovit

Activity 13

o

Here is another letter. Donald and Margery are writing to a
school asking for information. The parts of the letter are mixed
up. Put them in the right order, then write the letter.

Letter B

We toga
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4oa4de4s, and details
.53e44
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4248
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Mai.* Road
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lostst
lasky
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0

Activity 14
Here is another letter, similar to the others. Complete the
letter by writing one word in each space. All the words
you need are in Letter A and Letter B.

1.
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................
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0.44440014
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2.

Think about some information you need. It could be
about education, your supplies or finance. Try writing a
letter asking for the information you want.

You can find more information about writing letters in Farm
Management and Leadership 2 and 3.
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Model answers
Activity 1
1

Key words: forms
Your job occupation

Are you single, married, separated, divorced,
widowed? marital status

Your wife, husband, or person you live with .0ouse or
partner
A legal promise declaration

Where you sign your name signature
Your close family next of kin

Where you are a citizen nationalio
Do not write here - it is for the officefor office use only

If you are a member of something (for example the
VFF) what is your number membership number

The same as before as above
Money to pay for a regular service subscription
Put in the envelope enclose

2

Key words: names on forms
Are you Mr, Ms, Miss, or Mrs title

The first letters of your first names, for example J for
John initials

A woman's name before she is married maiden name
Family name, for example, Smith surname
First name, for example, Joe or Mariagiven name
(Christian name)
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3

Key words: abbreviations
Telephone number tel or Ph

Date of birth DOB
Male M
Years yrs

Not applicable (means this does not apply to you) n/
a

Day/month/year d/m/y
Female F
Without 2v/o

Number No.

Activity 8
Question 1
Ron: Commercial ostrich farming for profit at Northern
Melbourne Institute of TAFE.
Sarah: Shearer training at the Wool and Rural Industries
Training centre.

Mary: Computer course at Wimmera Institute of TAFE,
or Certificate in Rural Office Practice at Longerenong.
Giovanni: Farm Chemical Users Course at South West
TAFE.
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Activity 11
5

Key words: droUghts
Money made in businessprofit
Test trial
Normal, ordinary average

Grass for feeding stockpasture
Long time of no or little rain drought

Activity 12
1.

This has been a hard season for many Australian farmers.

2.

There has been a long drought. It is difficult for farmers
and their families to survive.

3.

Farmers need to think about the future and make a plan.
Even in dry times, farm production can be good, and
farmers can still make aprofit.
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Activity 13
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Introduction
Welcome to this unit of the SMAT materials, Farm Management
and Leadership 2.

SMAT stands for Support Materials for Agricultural Training.
SMAT will help you improve your written and spoken
communication skills and your numeracy skills, so you can
succeed at training programs or communicate more successfully
in your workplace.

This unit helps you with the reading, writing and spoken
communication skills you need to deal with farm management
and leadership. This unit is not a course in farm management
and leaderships, but it will support you if you do a course in
farm management and leadership.

Where this fits
SMAT has four contexts: Agricultural Production, Farmers as
Employers, Farm Management and Leadership and Occupational
Health and Safe0.

This unit is Level 2 of Farm Management and Leadership. There are
three units of Farm Management and Leadership: Level 1 (starting),

2 (continuing) and 3 (completing). Each unit has two parts:
Communication Skills and Numeracy.
After you finish this unit, you could try the other units at the
same level: Agricultural Production 2, Farmers as Employers 2,
Occupational Health and Safe 2.

Then you could try the units at a higher level.
You do not have to complete every unit in SMAT. It is up to
you to choose the most useful parts and work through them.

76
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How to use these materials
You can use the SMAT materials by yourself, with someone to
help you, or in a group or class. It is hard to work by yourself,
so it is a good idea to have someone who can give you advice
and feedback (a mentor). This person could be a trainer from a
college or community centre, a relative, a neighbour or a friend.

The unit is written so you can start at the beginning and work
through it. Or if you like you can choose parts of the unit and
only do those parts. Spend more time on the parts which are
most useful for you. If something is not useful, you can skip it.
There is no certificate to go with the SMAT materials. But
SMAT helps you improve your skills so you can do other
courses and get other certificates. For example: Farm$mart,
Rural Business Management, and courses run by the
Department of Natural Resources and Environment. You will
also find that working through SMAT improves the
communication and numeracy skills that you need in your
working life.

Outcomes
After you finish the SMAT materials you will be able to
communicate more effectively in speech and writing and use
numeracy skills more effectively. You will be able to develop a
mission statement, run meetings and complete applications for
grants.

How long should I spend?
This depends on you. The amount of time will be different if
you are working by yourself or in a group, with a mentor or
without, and if you do all the activities or not. Take enough
time to do all the activities that are relevant to you, to a
standard high enough to satisfy you.
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Activities
Each unit has a number of activities for you to do. In the
communications units there are four types of activities:
key word activities

reading activities
writing activities

spoken communication activities.

In the numeracy units there are numeracy activities.

Sometimes you can write answers to these activities in the book.
Sometimes it is better to write them in a notebook. Sometimes
for the spoken communication activities you will need to go
and speak to some other people.
In some places there are also practice writing and practice
reading activities. These are extra activities. You can choose to
do them if you think you want extra practice in something.

Most of the activities have model answers in the back of the
book. You can also ask your mentor to check your answers.

What you need
Before you start, make sure you have the following:
a notebook (A4 size is best)
pens, pencils, highlighter pens

a file or folder to keep extra papers.
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Assessment
There is no formal assessment for SMAT. But it is a good idea
to have a mentor look at what you have done. That way you can
decide together what you have learned and what you need to
improve.
Remember, the SMAT materials are a resource for you to use to
improve your skills. It is up to you how you use them and how
much of them you use.
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Farm plans
These days, many farmers find it useful to make a farm plan. In
this section, we will look at some of the main ideas and words
used in farm plans. But remember, this section does not tell you
all about farm planning - to find out more, you need to do a
course, for example Farm$mart, or talk to a rural counsellor.
Jenny and Wayne are concerned about.their farm. Their soil is
becoming increasingly acidic, there is some erosion and salinity
in some of the paddocks. They want to make sure the land
stays in good condition, so they can hand it on to their children.
In the meantime, they want to make a profit.
They decide it is time to make a farm plan. But before they
start, they have some questions:
What is a farm plan?

When you prepare a farm plan, what do you consider?

What are the aims of a farm plan?
What are the benefits of farm planning?
What does a farm plan include?
Following in Activity 2 is an article from a Farm$mart book
about farm planning. Before you read it, look at these key
words:
Ofrocie

whole farm planning
sustainable
profitable
productivity

opportunities
negotiations

5
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integrate

environment

priorities

o'clIvitu_ Activity 1
Here are the meanings of the key words. Next to each one,
write one of the key words.
1.

Able to make a profit

2.

The natural surroundings where people live

3.

Chances to do things

4.

Important things to do first

5.

How much the farm can produce

6.

Talks with people to reach an agreement

7.

Able to continue

8.

To fit in with a larger community

81
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dvAvitu. Activity 2
1.

Now read the article to find the answers to Jenny and
Wayne's questions.

What is whole farm planning?
The main aims of farm plans are to:

Whole farm planning is about making
your farm profitable while keeping it
sustainable. It is not only about what
is happening on your farm now, but
also a vision for the future.

work out how to make a profit
maintain or improve the condition
of the resources
maintain or improve the quality of
the living environment
increase the capital value of the
land and farm
integrate the farm plan with the
needs of the catchment and
community.
A farm plan should consist of an aerial
photograph of your property, a map of
the natural features of the farm, a map
showing your ideal layout, and a file
containing information on the land, your
options and priorities for action. The
plan you produce is never the final farm
plan: the maps and the files can be
changed and added to over the years.

The planning process looks at the
land, how best to manage the current
problems, how to maintain or improve
the natural resources of soil, water and
vegetation and improve productivity.
Farm planning looks at the way things
have been done in the past and
provides opportunities to put new
ideas into practice in the future.
Preparing a farm plan helps you to
understand the relationship between
your management, profitability and
lifestyle. It can take into account all
aspects of the farm. A farm plan can
be used in negotiations with
consultants and financial
organisations.

Farm$mart: Whole Farm Planning

Reproduced with permission from the FarmSmart program

What is a farm plan?

When you prepare a farm plan, what do you consider?
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What are the aims of a farm plan?

What are the benefits of farm planning?

What does a farm plan include?

Survey of problems
2.

One aspect of a farm plan is understanding what
problems exist on the land. Here is a list of possible
problems. To rate the importance of the problem on your
farm, write 1, 2 or 3 next to each one, (3 means high
importance, 2 means medium and 1 means low
importance).

Problems in order of importance
Crop establishment management
Pasture establishment
Salinity

Soil erosion control
Farm water supply
Farm layout
Farm wildlife
Soil type identification
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Farm financial control
Pest plant and animals
Land class capabilities
Fertilisers

Tree crops
Fire prevention and control
Fencing

9
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Farm mission statements
It is important for a farm, like any organisation, to have a
mission statement. Here is an example.

Example: farm mission statement

Our
property.
ha
from
We own a 1100
milk
producing
business is
top quality
cows,
dairy
100
This provides
lambs.
wool and
of about
income
to
us with an
intend
We
year.
$30 000 a
farm as a business
the
develop
income into to
provide
to
We also plan year
retirement. trees by the
replant 1000
some
revegetate
to
to hand
2002
want
We
and in
cleared areas.
debt-free
on the farm order to our
good working
years' time.
15
10
to
in

children

10
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This mission statement has two parts:

the farm now
future plans for the farm.
NA./.,ofr,

top quality

net income
revegetate

debt free

dvIvit,L Activity 3
1.

Highlight the two sections, "The farm now" and "Future
plans" on the example farm mission statement.

2.

Match the key words with the meanings.

The best
Put in trees
Money left after tax

No money to pay
Jenny and Wayne's neighbours, Jack and Maria, also need to
write a farm mission statement. These are the ideas they come
up with.
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The farm's 650 hectares.

Right now we've got 50 head of
beef cattle and 100 sheep.

And don't forget the
5000 chooks!

Last year we made about

$20 000, the year before
about$30 000. An average of,
say, $25 000.

I'd like to try raising
some geese next year.

And we need to improve the
farm buildings over the next
3 years.

87
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,L Activity 4
1.

Use Jack and Maria's ideas to complete the following
sentences.
We own a

Our business is

This provides us with an income of
We plan to

next year.

over the next

We also plan to
years.

in

We want to
2.

years' time.

Think about your own farm. Write a brief mission
statement.

Goals and strategies
Goals are what you want to achieve. Strategies are what you do
to achieve your goals. It is a good idea to decide on strategies
for all parts of your farm life. This includes:
family

labour
business

farm resources.

13
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Here is an example of some goals and strategies. This was
written by a dairy farmer thinking about farm resources.

Example: goals and strategies

Action
Goals

Secure extra 300

400ML water within 5 years

Automate watering systems over next 2 years (half farm
this year, half next year)
Improve pastures every 5 years old
16 ha of relasering each year
Strategies

Land and water
$300 000 for extra land and water next door (preferred)

Plant and structures
$100 000 in reticulated water system (option)

Livestock
Generate own replacements, continually improving
genetics.

As you can see from the example, the strategies are specific.
They say exactly how much needs to be done and yilyen, tJ&Nte,
gyryvptart with a word that means an action, like s

dvelvittL Activity

5

Choose one of the following and write some goals and
strategies for your farm:
family

labour
business

farm resources.

14
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Export grants
Danish cooked pork and Canadian uncooked pork are to be
imported to Australia. To assist Australian farmers to compete
in overseas markets, the government has offered pig farmers an
export incentive grant.
This grant, worth several million dollars, is to be given over the
next 3 years. How this money is to spent is to be decided by pig
farmers.

This decision will probably be made by groups representing pig
farmers. But how do individuals and groups reach an
agreement? When people have different opinions and interests,
how do they reach consensus?
Sometimes it is impossible. Individuals or the groups they
represent cannot always agree. However, agreement is often
reached when individuals meet together, share their ideas and
reach consensus.

AviActivity
/ct

0

6

Think back to some groups that you belonged to.
Did this group need to make a group decision?
What was it about?

How did they reach agreement?
Were you happy with the decision?

90
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Reaching agreement
When individuals need to reach agreement, the first thing they
do is meet and share their ideas. It is a good idea to have a
leader.

A leader can:

help the discussion go smoothly
make sure everyone has a say

keep people to the point.

Brainstorming
One way of sharing ideas is to start the discussion with a
brairistorm. Everyone thinks up as many ideas as possible in a
short time. So that everyone feels free to join in, here are some
simple rules to follow. In a brainstorm session:
all ideas are accepted

there is no criticism of ideas
no discussion occurs.

Someone writes down the ideas.

91
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Here are some suggestions about how to spend the export
grants.

Set up a marketing group to
promote our products.

Arrange some training days

for pig farmers.

What about investigating' more
quality control procedures?

Give some money for study
tours so that we can see what
overseas markets want.

Discussing the ideas
When everyone has given their ideas, then the group can
discuss them. The person who made the suggestion can explain
their idea.

The group then works through all the suggestions. Ideas that
the group think will work are kept. Others that are not suitable
are put aside.

17
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Making a decision
When all ideas have been discussed and the group may need to
make a decision. This can be done by:
voting

compromising
reaching consensus.
Voting for a suggestion is a quick way to make a decision.
However, this can divide a group and people can be very
unhappy if there is a close vote.

All those in favour of the money
being used to fund a marketing
committee, put your hands up.

The vote is carried four
to three.

Another way to reach agreement is when the group agree to
compromise. This means they make a decision based on the
points the group agrees on. They may decide to adapt ideas and
put others aside.

We'll go with one study
tour and a smaller number
of training days.

18
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A group can discuss ideas until everyone is happy to make a
joint decision. Reaching consensus can take a long time, but it's
worth it if everyone is happy with the result.

So we all agree the money should be

spent for training in marketing and
quality control?

o

Activity 7
1.

Try brainstorming yourself. Your farming sector has
been given a government grant aimed at increasing
exports. How should the money be spent? Brainstorm a
list of ideas.

2.

Look at this list again. Which of these ideas seem the
best way to spend the grant?

19
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3.

How would you convince other people of your ideas?

4.

Think back to the last meeting you attended where a vote
was taken. What was the reaction of those at the meeting
to the result?

5.

What other way could the group have reached
agreement?

95
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Applications for funding
Farmers often need to apply for grants or subsidies. In this
section we will look at how to complete applications like this.
Remember, because the rules about applying for subsidies often
change, you need to ask an expert such as a rural counsellor to
give you advice about what you can apply for.
You usually need to include some information about your
farming background and experience. Look back at Farm
Management 1 for information about this.

You also need to give information about what you plan to do to
improve your farm that is, why you need financial help.

It is important to remember the five stages of the writing
process.

0015
-If

Language skills: five stages of writing
1.

Think and talk about what to write

2.

Make a plan

3.

Write a first draft

4.

Check and fix the draft

5.

Write a final version.

Look back at Farm Management 1 to refresh your memory of the
process.

21
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Writing project proposals
Marjorie and Bill are applying for a subsidy to help them
improve their farm. They need to answer these questions on the
form. The questions use long words, which may put people off.
The meaning of t.he questions is: what are you going to do, and
how will this improve your farm?

0GL

A

600.M1

AUST ALIA
._

Department of Primary
Industries and Energy

Productivity Enhancement Proposal
1. What project is being undertaken to increase the productivity
and/or efficiency of your farm business?

,

2. What is the expected gain in production and when will it be
achieved?

Reproduced with permission from Department of Agriculture, Fishing and Forestg

22
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Marjorie and Bill have gone through all the steps of the writing
process. Here are their answers:

Example: project proposal

Jelin

ALTEVAIMote.LA

Department of Primary
Industries and Energy

Productivity Enhancement Proposal
1. What project is being undertaken to increase the productivity
and/or efficiency of your farm business?

We are replacing channel supplied stock and domestic

water with a permanent supply of piped water. We are

undertaking a major refencing project and reticulating
water around the farm. This requires pipes, troughs
and tanks. We will also fill in the channels.

2. What is the expected gain in production and when will it be
achieved?
5% more crop will be produced due to the realignment

of fences and filling in of channels. 30% more stock
will be run because of the improved water supply.

Reproduced with permission from the Department of Apiculture, Fishing and Forestry
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In their answer to the first question, Marjorie and Bill do three
things:
state what they are doing: We are

.

. .

state what they need: This requires

state their future plans: We will

. .

.

.

In their answer to the second question, Marjorie and Bill state
the productivity increases they expect:

5% more crop will be produced
30% more stock will be run .

.

.

.

.

.

Using the word will shows that Marjorie and Bill are sure of
their facts.
They also explain why they can expect these increases:

due to the realignment of fences
because of the improved water supply.

The words due to and because of show the relationship
between the result (more production) and the cause (new
fences and improved water supply).

Of course, they also have to provide details of the cost of the
project and the loans they have taken out:

99
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Department of Primary Industries and Energy
Productivity Enhancement Proposal - Part 2

Development

Fencing,.pipes, troughs and tanks

Total Cost:

$50 000

Loans:

$50 000

Own resources:

nil

...,

,

Details of loans for whicksubsidy assistance requested:

[ here they write the name of the lender the amount, the
type of loan and the interest rate] .

Reproduced with permission from the Department of Agficulture, Fishing and Forestry.
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Michael and Christine are making some improvements to their
pastures. To help them afford it, they are applying for a subsidy.
They sit down and discuss the plans:

We need to sow some

winter pasture with annual
rye grass.

Yes it will grow quickly and
provide some feed in winter.

We'll need to pay for the
ploughing and sowing, the seed

and the fertiliser, ptus freight.

Twenty hectares, let me see,

that'll be $7000.

We'll have 25% more dry

matter feed over the
next 12 months.

101
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0;0ivitd_ Activity 8
Now complete the relevant parts of the form for Michael and
Christine:

J ar9AbA
AUSTRALIA

Department of Primary
Industries and Energy

Productivity Enhancement Proposal
1. What project is being undertaken to increase the productivity
and/or efficiency of your farm business?

2. What is the expected gain in production and when will it be
achieved?

Reproduced with permission from the Department of Apiculture, Fishing and Forestry.
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People involved in landcare groups may also apply for funding
to assist with their projects. They may apply to the Landcare
Protection Incentive Scheme (LPIS) funded by the Department
of Natural Resources and Environment (DNRE).

The LPIS funds landcare groups for projects such as:
establishing perennial pasture
tree planting in high priority areas
fencing assistance for wetlands and native vegetation.
To receive funding, applicants have to say what they will do, and
the effect it will have.
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Members of Tamura Landcare Group are seeking funding to
protect local wetlands. This is what they plan to do:

We can put up fences to
keep stock out.
The drains are dumping water

into the wetlands we need to
block them.

That will assist in regeneration of a lot of
species of plants, animals and birds.

Our wetlands are part of a
corridor so this project will
help the whole region.
Healthy wetlands may bring
more visitors to the area.

29
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o

Activity 9
Using the information from the members of the Tamura
Landcare Group write an application for funding to protect the
local wetlands. Remember the application should state what the
group is going to do and how this will improve the area.

Land Protection Incentive
Scheme
Proposal for funding
1. Give an outline of the project proposal.

2. State what you believe the project will achieve in land
protection and improvement.

30
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Women and farm management
There are many women who own or run farms all over
Australia. However, women's contribution to agriculture is
often overlooked.
As Clare, a farmer and rural leader, puts it: "Some people think
that all country women can do is make scones!"
Ruth is co-owner of a farm in south west Victoria. She is very
involved in the running of the property.
Ruth would like to learn more about management and
leadership but she doesn't know where to start.

Is there a group of
rural women leaders I
can join?

How can I afford to do
a management and
leadership course?

What skills do I
need to develop?

Who can I
contact?

0
0
dvilvit,i_ Activity 1 0
1.

Ruth sees the following article in a newspaper. Read it
and find the answers to her questions. You can mark the
answers with a highlighter.
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Reading skills: highlighting
It is useful to use a highlighter to mark important information
in an article. If you look at the article again, you will easily see
the parts that interest you.

Page 4

Gates open up for farming women
It has been hard for women to get
practical advice about rural leadership.
The old problems that have prevented
women from reaching high positions
have continued to hold back talented
women.
Women have made some progress
against discrimination. But they still
face never-ending chores, family
commitments and the battle with
money. Perhaps the worst problem is
isolation.
A lack of access to new technology
such as the Internet, increases in petrol
prices and cuts to public transport
mean many rural families are even
more isolated now than in the past.
One group of rural women in southwest Victoria is working hard to
change this situation. Formed eight
years ago with the help of
Glenormiston College, the SW Rural
Women's Development goup has
made steady progress in bringing
change to the lives of rural women.
The group holds regular seminars
focussing on farm and organisation
skills, confidence and leadership
qualities.
The efforts of three group members
have been recognised by the state
government and they have received
Rural Women's Leadership Bursaries.
The bursaries are a joint project of the
Department of Natural Resources and
Environment and the Department of
Justice.

One winner, Anne Moore, said the
bursaries were a good opportunity for
women to attend leadership courses
that were usually beyond the reach of
farming women. "Many of these
courses cost thousands of dollars and
most rural women simply would not
spend that amount of money on
themselves," she said. "This is a great
encouragement to get out and do a
course."
Judy Logan said women who
participated in groups such as the SW
Rural Women's Development Group
had a greater chance of becoming
further involved in their industry. They
could serve on industry boards and
other key positions in agriculture.
Judy, a prime lamb, beef and dairy
producer, said the group also offered
women the chance to gain
organisational skills and the
confidence to step out and say what
they thought, as well as take some
action on an issue.
With the bursary, Judy will complete a
leadership course at the Australian
Institute of Management.
For more information on the SW Rural
Women's Development Group, contact
Louise on (03) 5557 8207.
By Monica Jackson, the Weekly Times
20 August 1997.

Reprinted courtesy of The Herald and Weekly Times
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2.

Complete the following sentences any way you like. You
can use the information in the article, but you do not
have to copy from the article.

In the past, farming women

Today, many farming women are involved in

Development groups can help women to

33
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Meetings
Meetings are an important part of work and community life.
Farmers may go to Victorian Farmers Federation (VFF)
meetings, landcare meetings, commodity group meetings, coop meetings, school council meetings to name just a few
Unfortunately, sometimes meetings can be boring and not
achieve much!

In this section we will look at some of the written and spoken
communication skills needed in meetings.

NA/ 0,1),

meetings
agenda

chairperson
minutes
motion
vote

secretary

amendment

d'olv%_ Activity

11

Match the key words with these definitions. Write the correct
word next to each definition.
1.

A list of the meeting's business

2.

A proposal for action
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3.

A change to a motion

4.

A written record of what happens

5.

The person who conducts (runs) the meeting

6.

The person who prepares the agenda and keeps minutes

7.

Make decisions by saying "yes" or "no" to a motion

What is an agenda?
Agendas are usually distributed before a meeting. Their
function is to let everyone know what will be discussed, so they
can come prepared. There can be a time-frame for each item.
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Example: agenda

Agenda
Wagunyip VFF branch
monthly meeting
Date:
Time:
Location:

4th August 1997
6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
St John's Church Hall,
Wagunyip

Order of business
1.
Opening of meeting
2.
Apologies
3.
Confirmation of minutes of previous
meeting (copy attached)
4. Business arising from minutes
5.
Correspondence
6.
Business arising from correspondence
7.
Reports from representatives to
Pastoral, Dairy and Grains groups
8.
Forthcoming Farm$mart events
9.
El Nino television link-up
10.Council zoning and subdivision
11.0ther business
12.Close of meeting

What are the minutes?
At the meeting, it is the secretary's job to take minutes. This
does not mean writing down everything that was said. The
secretary records only who was present, what decisions were
made, and what action is required.
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Example: minutes

Minute s
Wagunyip VFF
branch monthly meeting
4th August 1997
Present:

Melissa Baxter (chair), Peter Hill,
Maria Pappas, Joe Henderson, Ken
Shine, Kel Hunt, Scott Edwards,
Wayne Free, Norm Drury, Karen Dean,
Clinton Sanderson

Apologies: Tom Eliot, Pete Porter, Sylvia Woolf
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Minutes of last meeting accepted.
Business arising from minutes. Nil.
Correspondence received: a letter from
the VFF Industrial and Legal division
outlining the changes to Federal Unfair
Dismissal laws was circulated for members
information.
Correspondence sent: Letter to Ronald's
Butchery thanking them for sponsorship.
Business arising from correspondence:
that the branch organise an information
and discussion day for members on the
unfair dismissal laws.
Reports were received from the
representatives to the Pastoral, Dairy and
Grains groups. Reports attached.
Karen Dean confirmed that the next
pasture nutrition day organised by
Farm$mart and Target 10 will be held at
Karen and Ted's farm on September 8th from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. There will be a pasture
examination, cattle inspection and
calculations. Please bring your notes from
last time. Bring own lunch.

Page 1 of 2
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7.

Ken Shine informed the meeting about the
forthcoming television link-up organised
by the VFF on August 20th at 8 p.m. about
the El Nino effect. VFF members can watch
the broadcast live from Wagunyip High
School and fax questions to the panel.
Action:
Make sure local members are
informed about broadcast.
Responsibility:
All present

8. Maria Pappas raised the issue of local
council zoning and subdivision changes
which are causing concern to members.
The branch will consult with Wagunyip
council in relation to the proposed
changes to zoning and subdivision.
9. Other business: Joe Henderson informed
the meeting that Pat Cassidy is in
hospital with a broken leg after tractor
accident.
That members will help out on Pat's farm
until he is out of hospital.
Action: Joe and Scott will go to Pat's
place, talk to Maeve Cassidy and see what
needs doing.
10.Meeting closed 10.15 p.m.
Chairperson's signature:
Date

Secretary's signature:
Date

Page 2 of 2
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If you want to find out more about meetings, you should look
at the Rural Leadership module of the Rural Business
Management course, published by Adelaide Institute of TAFE,
or the Better Branches program published by the VFF.
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Fruit industry tariffs
Here are some responses from fruit farmers who were
interviewed about the government's tariff cuts in the fruit
industry.

The tariff cuts have got to change. I can't afford
to pick my fruit. I'll have to bulldoze my tree.s or go
bankrupt.

It's a disgrace. Those donkeys in Canberra have

got to think again. If they don't, my vote goes to
the opposition.

They tell us to diversify. I haven't got
$25 000 to plant a hectare of grapes.

Very few will survive. We were
getting $120 a tonne before and now

we're getting $25.

They're flooding the market with this
cheap stuff from Brazil. What has
happened to 'Buy Australian?"

11 5
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If we pull out our trees, there's no work

for the pickers. If there's no fruit
picked, no jobs for the packers. The
whole economy is affected.

We don't want handouts, we want to be
treated equally. Give us the same level of
support as the car and textile industries.

Anybody listening to them can hear exactly how they feel. The
words they choose, the tones they use and the ideas they talk
about show they disagree.

They use strong words like disgrace, bankrupt and cheap
stuff.

They use words which appeal to people's feelings and
sense of fairness, such as equally, handouts and survive.

They repeat things to stress ideas no work for pickers,
no fruit picked, no work for the packers.
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d'olvid_ Activity 12
1.

Order these statements. Which is the most strongly
worded? Which is the least strongly worded?
"Times are tough."

"I'm going to be ruined."
"I'm losing money every crop I pick."

"These tariff cuts will bring down the Australian fruit
industry"
"These tariff cuts means it will be difficult to
compete with overseas growers."

"The government should think again about the tariff
cuts."

2.

How would you express these ideas more strongly? Try
writing a stronger sentence for each one.

I disagree with the new tariff rate.

It's not right what's happening in the fruit industry

It is not worth picking the fruit.

42
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Expressing disagreement
It's not only the words the farmers use that show their concern.
Notice the ways the farmers express their disagreement. Some:
threaten

If they don't think again,
my vote goes to the
opposition.

abuse /insult

refute (say why other people are wrong)

They tell us to
diversify. I haven't
got $25 000.
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point out the effects

There's a lot of Rutherglen bugs
around our way at the moment.

offer a solution

quote figures

appeal to the emotions of the listener

What happened to "Buy
Australian?"

44
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o'xilvit,L Activity 13
1.

Which ways of arguing that are listed above do you find
most effective?

2.

Why?

3.

Which ways of arguing that are listed above do you find
least effective?

4.

Why?

Making a point
When you make a point, it can be tempting to abuse people.
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But rather than abusing the person you disagree with, whatever
you think of them, it is better to say why you don't accept their
view. This is called refuting an argument.

They tell us to diversify. But
where am I to get $25 000 to
plant a hectare of grapes?

If we pull out our trees, there's no
work for the pickers. If there's no
fruit picked, no jobs for the packers.
The whole economy is affected.

Once you have pointed out why you cannot accept their view,
you can state your opinion.

The tariffs have got to change. I

can't afford to pick my fruit. I'll
have to bulldoze my trees or go
bankrupt.
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Quoting facts or figures can help your argument.

We were getting $120 a
tonne before and now we're
getting $25.

Appealing to a sense of justice and fairness can also be used in
an argument.

We don't want handouts. We
want to be treated equally.

It makes good sense to offer a solution. You don't just knock
back another opinion, but show that there is another way of
doing things.

Give us the same level of
support as the car and

textile industries.
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o

v_ Activity 14
The following announcement appeared in daily newspapers
recently.

Page 2

Government proposal
Under a new government proposal,
all farmers will have to pay for food
inspectors to come in and audit their
farms each year. These audits will be
used to check that every farm has a
food safety plan and hygiene
system.

1.

What do you think of this?

2.

How would you express your agreement/disagreement?

3.

What reasons could you give to support your view?

4.

If you are against the audits, can you suggest an
alternative?

5.

Suggest an alternative solution to yearly audits.
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Formal letters
In Farm Management 1 we looked at letters of inquiry. In this
section we will look at some other common types of letters that
farmers receive.

Example: formal letter

Australian Barley Baud

25th February, 1997

DJ Smith
Box 1234
Vic 3393
Warracknabeal

Dear Sir/Madam,

this year, under
interest in growing barley
for
your
Thank you
Barley Board.
contract for the Australian
the enclosed
requires the completion offor seed
this
scheme
Participation in
form, together with payment
contract and information
required.
pickled
of certified, graded and
50
kg
bags
The ABB has available tonne. The seed will be available from
seed. Price is $400 per confirm these sites prior to the
Wimmera stores. We will
of harvest.
commencement
returning the
for your seed when forwarded to you.
full
payment
Please include
will subsequently be
enclosed forms. A receiptwithout a receipt.
Seed cannot be collected
on
contact our Melbourne office
queries
please
Should you have any
(03) 329 5977.
Yours faithfully,

Australian Barley Board
0.3,7474?..

&produced with the permission of the Australian Barley Board
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Formal letters often include words that are not common in
normal speech. In the example letter, the writer uses the words
"a receipt will subsequently be forwarded to you" not "a receipt
will then be sent to you."
When you write letters yourself, it is better to state what you
want simply and clearly. Unfortunately, other people do not
always write simple, clear letters so you need to know what
formal words mean.
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un.

Activity 15
1.

Here are some examples of key words often used in
formal letters. The words are all in the letter from the
Barley Board. Match each word with the right meaning.

W 011:),

formal letters
enclosed
forward

queries

prior to
commencement

as per
subsequently
ex

before

out of
questions
after

start
the same as
in this envelope

send

Reading practice
2.

When you receive formal letters, add them to your file.
Make a note of any formal words used in the letters.
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Model answers
Activity 1
1.

Able to make a profit profitable

2.

The natural surroundings where people live environment

3.

Chances to do things opportunities

4.

Important things to do first priorities

5.

How much the farm can produce productivio

6.

Talks with people to reach an agreement negotiations

7.

Able to continue sustainable

8.

To fit in with a larger community integrate

Activity 3
Question 2
The best top qualio
Put in trees revegetate

Money left after tax net income

No money to pay debt free

Activity 4
Question 1
We own a 650 hectare farm. Our business is cows, sheep and chooles.

This provides us with an income of $25 000. We plan to raise
geese next year. We also plan to improve the farm buildings over the
next three years. We want to sell up in 10 years' time.
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Activity 11
1.

A list of the meeting's business agenda

2.

A proposal for action motion

3.

A change to a motion amendment

4.

A written record of what happens minutes

5.

The person who conducts (runs) the meeting chairperson

6.

The person who prepares the agenda and keeps minutes
secretag

7.

Make decisions by saying "yes" or "no" to a motion vote

110
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Introduction
Welcome to this unit of the SMAT materials, Farm Management
and Leadership 3.

SMAT stands for Support Materials for Agricultural Training.
SMAT will help you improve your written and spoken
communication skills and your numeracy skills, so you can
succeed at training programs or communicate more successfully
in your workplace.

This unit helps you with the reading, writing and spoken
communication skills you need to deal with farm management
and leadership. This unit is not a course in farm management
and leadership, but it will support you if you do a course in
farm management and leadership.

Where this fits
SMAT has four topics: Agricultural Production, Farmers as
Employers, Farm Management and Leadership and Occupational
Health and Safe0.

This unit is Level 3 of Farm Management and Leadership. There are
three units of Farm Management and Leadership Level 1 (starting),

2 (continuing) and 3 (completing). Each unit has two parts:
Communication Skills and Numeracy.
After you finish this unit, you could try the other units at the
same level: Agricultural Production 3 , Farmers as Emplgers 3,
Occupational Health and Safeo 3.

You do not have to complete every unit in SMAT. It is up to
you to choose the most useful parts and work through them.

How to use these materials
You can use the SMAT materials by yourself, with someone to
help you, or in a group or class. It is hard to work by yourself,
so it is a good idea to have someone who can give you advice
and feedback (a mentor). This person could be a trainer from a
college or community centre, a relative, a neighbour or a friend.

Support Materials for Agricultural Training

The unit is written so you can start at the beginning and work
through it. Or if you like you can choose parts of the unit and
only do those parts. Spend more time on the parts which are
most useful for you. If something is not useful, you can skip it.
There is no certificate to go with the SIVIAT materials. But
SMAT helps you improve your skills so you can do other
courses and get other certificates. For example: Farm$mart,
Rural Business Management, and courses run by the
Department of Natural Resources and Environment. You will
also find that working through SMAT improves the
communication and numeracy skills that you need in your
working life.

Outcomes
After you finish the SMAT materials you will be able to
communicate more effectively in speech and writing and use
numeracy skills more effectively. You will be able to write
formal letters and develop a mission statement.

How long should I spend?
This depends on you. The amount of time will be different if
you are working by yourself or in a group, with a mentor or
without, and if you do all the activities or not. Take enough
time to do all the activities that are relevant to you, to a
standard high enough to satisfy you.

Activities
Each unit has a number of activities for you to do. In the
communications units there are four types of activities:
key word activities
reading activities

writing activities

spoken communication activities.

Ir
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In the numeracy units there are numeracy activities.
Sometimes you can write answers to these activities in the book.
Sometimes it is better to write them in a notebook. Sometimes
for the spoken communication activities you will need to go
and speak to some other people.

In some places there are also practice writing and practice
reading activities. These are extra activities. You can choose to
do them if you think you want extra practice in something.

Most of the activities have model answers in the back of the
book. You can also ask your mentor to check your answers.

What you need
Before you start, make sure you have the following:
a notebook (A4 size is best)
pens, pencils, highlighter pens

a file or folder to keep extra papers.

Assessment
There is no formal assessment for SMAT. But it is a good idea
to have a mentor look at what you have done. That way you can
decide together what you have learned and what you need to
improve.
Remember, the SMAT materials are a resource for you to use to
improve your skills. It is up to you how you use them and how
much of them you use.

3
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Sustainable property plans
If you want to know more about whole farm plans look at Farm
Management and Leadership 2.

Margaret and Ron have a traditional grain and sheep farm in
western Victoria. They decide to change their farm
management. Ron and Margaret will continue to look for new
ways of improving farm productivity but will give more
importance to conservation farming practices.
They decide to discuss their options and write a sustainable
farm management plan. Later they will use this written plan
along with the aerial photo of their farm to produce a detailed,
long term property management plan.

This is what they decide for now of course, they can always
change it later.

We need to plant some idigenous
native trees to act as windbreaks.

Instead of draining the old swamp,
let's keep it as a wetland area.

We should diversify our crops
we could try growing some grain
legumes. That will protect us if
wheat prices drop.
Let's give minimum tillage a go in

the top paddock. If it works, we
can use it in all of them.
We need to rotate our crops
more to reduce disease.
We can apply for Landcare
funding to help us pay for some

of this.

4
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Activity 1
Using this information, write a whole farm plan for Margaret
and Ron.

Writing practice
Think about your own farm. With the help of other family
members and/or staff, decide what conservation strategies need
to be included in your farm plan. You may want to rewrite your
existing plan, or start a completely new farm management plan.
List here the minor changes you decide to make:

5
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Working with others
Farmers can often achieve more by working together with
others than by working individually.

d'olvid_ Activity 2
What can groups of farmers achieve when they work together?
Write some ideas here:

Co-operative groups and associations do not have to be large.
In fact, small groups are often more effective because everyone
can be more involved.
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Here are two examples of farmers working together.

Case study: Landcare groups
In the Corangamite area there are many
Landcare groups. The groups provide
forums for discussions of better farming and
a community approach to tasks that would
be beyond families acting alone. The groups
have tackled salinity, improved pastures,
established native vegetation and
developed more sustainable farming
practices.

Case study: free-range egg
farmers
In 1993 a group of six farmers who
produced free-range eggs formed the FreeRange Egg and Poultry Association of
Victoria. They have established a code of
practice for the industry which will pass into
law. Many other free-range egg farmers
have joined the association and are
receiving advice about production, Quality
Assurance and marketing.

Here are some key words. What do you understand by these
words?

W Op.
Quality Assurance

Code of practice

If you are not sure of the meaning of these key words, look at
the next case study.

7
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Case study: Wodonga goat
farmers
In the Wodonga region there is a group of farmers who
are interested in producing goats. These farmers meet
together regularly. Mike, an agriculture trainer from the
local TAFE College, describes the process:
"A few local farmers were interested in producing
goats, so we suggested getting together and talking
about developing the industry. At the first meeting there
were 15 farmers, who all knew other farmers interested
in producing goats. We started by talking about the
potential of goats, and the possibility of producing
meat, milk and cheese.
"In later sessions we moved on to talking about the
best ways of producing goats. Everyone shared their
experience and ideas, and it turned out that people
were doing things very differently. Soon we realised
that we need to have proper standards that apply to
every farmer. If Jean is producing high quality product,
she wants to know that Joe down the road is doing the
same, or the whole industry will suffer."
"We decided that if we want to have a successful
industry, we must make sure that everyone is
producing high quality product. Export markets like
Japan won't take our product unless we can prove that
it is good quality all the way along the line. Soon we
were talking about Quality Assurance and establishing
a code of practice for the industry."

Quality Assurance means a process of making sure at every
stage that you are producing a quality product. For example, the
goat farmers need to keep careful records of what they feed
their goats, when they drench them and vaccinate them, their
health, and how they are handled. As Mike says: "Export
markets are looking for clean and green - and they want proof
of it!"
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Many farmers think keeping records is a nuisance, but there are
several ways to do it. For example you can use a notebook, or
you can keep a whiteboard and a marker in the shed where you
do the drenching. Or you can carry a small tape recorder and
speak into it, then you or someone else can write your
recording up later.

Code of practice means writing down the right ways of doing
things. Everyone who belongs to the group has to follow the
code of practice. For example, the free-range egg farmers in the
first example must agree only to have free-range hens and no
battery hens on their farms. They must also put the eggs in new
boxes, not second-hand boxes.

dvAv

Activity 3
Reading practice
Do you belong to any groups, co-ops or associations? If so, do
these groups have a code of practice, and do you have a copy?
Obtain and read the code of practice if you have not already
done so.
Is there a Quality Assurance process in your industry? What do
you do to make sure you are providing quality? Obtain and read
a copy of your industry's Quality Assurance procedures.

If your group does not have a code of practice or quality
procedures, then maybe you should think about what should be
included.

Support Materials for Agricultural Training

Talking quality
In Farm Management and Leadership 2, you looked at how

brainstorming can help groups make decisions. This time the
case study involves cattle farmers looking at how to get more
people involved in Quality Assurance in their industry.
But first think about your own approach to problem solving.

0.101Vit

Activity 4
Think about a problem you have had to tackle at your
workplace lately.

What was the problem?
How did you try to solve it?
Did you solve it?

Case study: QA in the beef
industry
Global markets demand quality beef. Local
consumers, wholesalers and processors are
also asking for evidence that beef meets their
quality standards. To meet this market push,
farmers are being urged to introduce Quality
Assurance processes and record keeping on
their farms. While some farmers in the cattle
industry have participated in Quality
Assurance training days, very few have
applied to be accredited as quality producers.
A group of farmers met to discuss this
problem which could have serious effects on
Australia's beef export markets.

;14;44-
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Group problem solving
There are different approaches to group problem solving.
However, whichever method you use you should make sure that
those involved in the discussion:
are committed to solving the problem
have relevant knowledge of the problem.

00Is

Group problem solving
Here are the steps taken by the cattle farmers. This is one
approach often used in group problem solving.
1.

Define the problem.

2.

Identify the end goal.

3.

Define limits.

4.

Brainstorm solutions.

5.

Select the best solution.

6.

Plan action.

1.

Define the problem

Before you can solve a problem, you have to define it. The
group needs to decide:
What is the problem?

How widespread is the problem?
Who is affected by the problem?

What is the cause of the problem?
This is what the cattle farmers said.

Support Materials for Agricultural Training

If we don't introduce Quality Assurance
we won't have many markets to sell to.

Quality Assurance doesn't have

anything to do with the taste of
a good steak!

I can't stand all this paperwork.

We may not like it but it will help
our exports. The Japanese want

it.
How many have applied to be

accredited?

We're only part of a whole chain.
Our animals go to the abattoir and then
they're mixed in with other animals
and we can't control how they're
handled then.

2.

Identify your goal

Before trying to solve the problem you need to agree on the
goal you want to achieve. That means deciding what you are
aiming at. In other words you need to decide how you will
know the problem has been solved.

.143
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This is how the cattle farmers defined their goal.

We need at least 70% of local
producers to have quality procedures
on their farms. Anything less means
that the image of the whole group

will suffer.

3.

Define limits

The next step is to look at the limits to solutions. Are you
limited by budget, time or other things. Knowing what limits
exist help the group to come up with realistic solutions.

This is not compulsory. None of us
have to be accredited.

How long does it take to get accredited?

13
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4.

Brainstorm solutions

Now you know your limits, the group can brainstorm different
solutions. The more ideas the better. The group does not need
to evaluate the ideas, but just compile as many solutions as
possible.

Instead of a bloody thick manual we
need to arrange some farm visits.

Most of us keep records and tag our

animals. It's just a matter of finding
out what else we need to do. A bit of
training would do the trick
People need the basic concepts.

Get a talk from some of the farmers
who have been accredited.

5.

Select the best solution

When all the suggested solutions have been listed, the group
evaluates the ideas and decides on the best alternative.
Discussion is vital here. The reasons for and against each
solution should be looked at. The group needs to ask:
Is this realistic?

Will this solution help achieve our goal?

While a vote is a quick way to get agreement, a close result can
mean that all group members are not satisfied with the
outcome. It is better for groups to reach consensus through
discussion.

14
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This idea of half day training
sessions hasn't worked yet and is not
the best way to proceed. A weekend
session is the way to go.

Let's approach the Victorian Farmers
Federation (VFF) for some proper
funding.

We don't want non-farmers running all
the training. We want to get some
beef farmers involved.

6.

Plan action

The final thing the group needs to decide is how the solution
will be put in place. What needs to be done? Who will do what?
When does it need to be done?

Three of us will be in the organising
group. We need to contact the local
papers and the VFF to see if there are
any funds available for training.

The steps involved in this example apply to all problem solving.
They are equally useful solving problems alone or working in a
group.

15
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Activity 5
1.

Think back to the earlier problem in the last activity.

When you tried to solve it, did you include any of the
steps followed by the cattle farmers?
Would following this process have helped you solve
the problem more effectively?
2.

For this activity pretend that you have a problem with
drainage in one of your paddocks. Go through the
problem solving process, find your solutions.
1.

Define the problem

2.

Identify the end goal

3.

Identify limits

4.

Brainstorm solutions

5.

Select best solution

6.

Plan action.
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Marketing your produce
A produce agent talking about the role of farmers in marketing
their produce said, "Marketing has changed dramatically in the
last 15 years. Back then farmers dealt directly with their buyers,
now there is a long chain from grower to buyer."
Some individual producers sell their produce to agents, who
then market it to buyers such as supermarket chains or overseas
buyers. Other producers are part of cooperatives who employ
people to market their products. Some large producers market
their own produce.

Case study: apples
Fin, an apple grower, sells his produce to an apple and pear agent
in Queensland. He deals directly with the agents, contacting them
before the fruit is picked. A price is negotiated and the agent then
sells to a large supermarket chain. All this is done over the
telephone and via fax.
The agent provides Fin with feedback from the buyers about the
quantity and varieties they will need in future. Recently the
supermarket chain decided that the Sundowner variety were
selling better than Croftons. Such information lets growers forward
plan and allows them to provide products that consumers want.

Case study: shedded sheep
Ros raises shedded sheep. The wool produced is valued for its
high quality and is exported to Italy. Prior to shearing, Ros has the
wool from each sheep sampled to test its fineness. She also
contacts her agent to inform them about the test results and
amount of clip available. The agent then promotes the product
among prospective buyers.
After shearing, the wool is baled and sent to auction. While Ros
can specify the reserve price there are no negotiations before
auction.
Last year the agent arranged for the Italian buyers to visit Ros'
farm. She spoke directly with the buyers and had the opportunity
to discuss their quality requirements and inform them about
how this fine micron wool is produced
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Activity 6
1.

How is your produce marketed?

2.

What is your involvement in the marketing process?

Stick to the facts
A produce agent from Queensland gives farmers the following
advice. He says that growers are their own enemies when they
promise the crop they are sending is top quality when it's not.
All this means is that the next time the agent is approached the
grower will not be believed or will be offered a lower price.

It's a waste of time to tell agents that your
produce is fantastic, when it's not. They'll
find out when they see it that the quality is
not up to scratch and next time they won't
be so keen to deal with you.
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The agent says he wants to know:
the produce and varieties available

the quantity for sale
the quality (for example, grain protein level).

Before you talk to agents you should do some research to find
out the volume of your crop or produce available both here and
overseas and what buyers want.
This information changes seasonally and so you need to do this
research regularly.

You can get this information from:
other farmers and growers
farming groups.

If you are negotiating a price, you need to be prepared. Before
you meet or telephone the agents, decide:
what you will ask for
what you will accept.

If you are not offered the price you expect, you may need to
contact other agents. This may mean you have not valued the
crop or produce correctly or the agent is not offering enough.

Going to the marketplace
Another way of researching the market is to go directly to the
warehouse, the auction or the agent's stores to see for yourself
what happens to your produce and what else is for sale.

19
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Fin, an apple grower, says:

Growers don't know their competition. They just
care about their cheques and get annoyed when
they think it's not enough. At the agents you see
what the competition has to offer. You get an
idea what you're up against and where you
stand in the market.

The face-to-face approach pays off. According to Fin:

Visiting the agent helps build up a relationship. I
get to see the sort of business I'm selling to and
can decide if I like it or not and the agent gets to
meet me. I'm not just a voice on the phone.

00vi1.a. Activity 7
Evaluate Fin's advice. Do you think the personal approach
works?

I 3/
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Mission statements and
objectives
Groups such as associations or co-ops often spend time talking
about what they are doing and what they want to do. When
they have agreed on these matters, it is important to write them
down so the group has a record of them. They are called
mission statements and objectives.

The purpose of the mission statement and objectives is to state
why the group exists and what it intends to achieve.
Here is an example mission statement and objectives of Rare
Breeds Victoria. Read it and find out why the group exists, what
it does, and what it intends to achieve.

Mission Statement
To ensure the survival of endangered farm livestock.

Objectives
To encourage the breeding of endangered farm
animals.
To conserve breed standards as recognised by the
breed organisations.
To develop commodity markets for these animals.
To establish a fund for research and development.
To develop an accreditation system and a code of
ethics.
To create public awareness of the plight of rare
breeds and the implications of their loss to
Australian/World Agriculture.
To develop an organisation profile.
To set measurable and achievable long and shortterm goals for each of the objectives set.
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Let's go back to the goat farmer's group. This group has some
ideas about why they exist and what they want to achieve. They
decide to write a mission statement and objectives.
Here are their ideas:

We need to develop a strong goat
industry in Victoria.

I think we should try to increase
the goat population.

es, with all our products top quality.

It's important to share ideas
about the best ways of doing
things.

We have to find out where we can
export our products.

We need a code of practice for
the industry.
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People have to be told that
Victoria has a strong goat
industry.

r

60vitd_ Activity 8
Use this information to write a mission statement and
objectives for the group. Use the Rare Breeds examples to help
you. Have the goat farmers forgotten anything? If you like, add
some more ideas of your own.

Reading practice
If you belong to a small group or association, obtain a copy of
the group's mission statement and objectives. If they do not
exist, you could get involved in writing them.
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Social issues
In this section we will look at how farmers and other country
people can get involved in important social and political issues,
organise people and make things happen.

0.t0Wit

Activity 9
A lot of social issues are important to people living in the
country. What are some social issues that are important to you?
Make a list of your ideas here:
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The VFF Social Policy group sent out a questionnaire to
members, asking for their views on various issues. Members
were asked to say what they thought were the most important
issues and number them from 1 to 10. The questionnaire is
below.

dolvitu_ Activity 1 0
Complete the questionnaire by numbering what you think are
the ten most important issues from 1 to 10.

Rural Issues Questionnaire
mrpAR,!.v.;

KiA7Bho

Closure or downgrading of rural hospitals

Closure or amalgamation of rural schools
Closure of passenger rail lines

Deterioration of rural roads
Lack of resources to control the spread of vermin
and noxious weeds

Government taxes on fuels
Decline in services provided by local government
following amalgamations
Local government rates on farm land

The large disparity between city and country
petrol prices
Gun control regulations
Proposals to increase farm truck registration
charges
Landcare/natural resource management issues

Assistance provided through rural adjustment
scheme
Availability of banking services in rural towns
Port/waterfront reform
Industrial relations issues
Price and availability of irrigation water
Prices received for beef and the price consumers
pay for red meat
Downgrading of the service provided by the
Department of Agriculture
Lack of jobs in country areas for young people
Health services provision, dental and mental health

Animal health issues, privatisation of regional
veterinary labs

Reproduced with permission from Victorian Farmers Federation
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Letters about an issue
There are lots of arguments and controversies in the farming
world. For example: tariffs, government assistance, tax, services.
Many people have different opinions about these issues.
Sometimes you may want to say or write what you think about
an issue. You may for example call a radio talkback program,
attend a public meeting, or write a letter to a Member of
Parliament or to a newspaper.

Here is an example of a letter about an issue. A letter like this
could be sent to the council or to a local newspaper.

Dew/

EclitoliCowitcalcrr ,

CA4( °iv road/sae/
by a'tiAte/ COL4Nt
rhe/ re/strizttan,le
wee. makiNtwlife.harder

grafi/14 ah/td. cixovi
far faemeAle.

14, bainAed.fravvt,
alb dr v
saPpo-sed.
Iry win& shLreac,
ftaw cvte. {al/Titers,
that
Wow?
Septemtber.
cueatmul. idyl/
J tone/toWye/stock"
mave.theA,
tcr stop the.
kthat the" want
say
road/sae*
lyovgy.
The. cownab vvtakiwg/ the
whew we. axe.
estack fro-rm.

afrovieot ihe ridizulaws,
'Bat-that
niactler of a/ drawght

("the/

Smith/Wale*
mobs/ fr0' New (Av 199 5 . We/
that
b-ig,
It I* true.
CA, Viztariai
cantrob of
cawsecl. soine. clalinafp
the/ need/far wine. 1* not the/
witavistcvivI
bat bah,wahvg, cirrovr
rukvnberk,
botattcroi.

aa

that the. b-y
problem
Therefore., the.
Another
shi.re.ta shi.re4

the, rates/ about
diiferevxt fravw
sitouldi
chcvngo
accotont
the, cliffervacoimAca

the. by -UMW'
droviAfto-tcace.
And/ Xs/ about Wine.
iNV Cab S.11.4reik SCr

colul,(114"we.

wexe. made/the/ SWAte/
gzvnah

know whexe.they

Fred/Walker
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Letters about an issue are organised like this:
First you write what the problem is.

Then you give more details and information about the
problem.
Last you write your solution to the problem.

Here are the three stages marked on the letter:
the
problem
Dear"

EciktorICounalterr ,

e4tricrumw by
orwifrivvy

e. council& on,

and. dray ixtir arei

r

vnalci/ATtife/haectex
011V

'41

I tr.

ow are

to- eptexnber.
lkvehtacic.,
move. theAdr

fairmerk gApp

cveound/ i/n, that tiime,

more
information

stop the.
boggy.
The.
Ow. road/sae/1f
vnalcig4
Own.
we. wee.
Liivestercly frcrwv

that tftoy want toCOVAACA Kip,

But that cuegwinvAt
of a a/row:jilt.

1

waxidlo

atAtiv W ate*
niobs, from, New IA, 199 5 . W
that
lyikj,
It fik tr ue/
iNvVictcrria
of
ccuksed. sow/ dcurwuje. far some. control/ the.
the. need, dray i/Ag, bs, not
understana/

Cm/

nimnb-ers,,

but bannine

the
solution

all

Low.

nothzr probtevw
share/to

the. by -WO' are.the.
shCre.. Therefore.,

from,
e tshould
the. rule* about
chcvAiri
different

CO1NACA/
iI

clroviA,4to-Dalce.
A nd.

condition*.

account the.

by -laws,
ckbovittiAne/thei
s4r foxiiters'

were, ritacte,t

Owe/the)/ stzvixd.

Yaw%

frecl/Wcakeir
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Write what the problem is
One sentence is often enough to state the problem. It is
important to be very clear and specific. For example, in a letter
about schools, don't just say, "The government doesn't care
about the bush". This is too broad. Say something more
specific like, "The closure of the primary school shows that the
State government doesn't care about education in the bush".
Here are some sentences you can use:

I was disappointed/ angry to hear that.

. .

The government's/ bank's/ company's/Federation's polig of
is misguided/ mistaken.

. . .

. . .

is going to cause a lot of problems in the communi*.

. . .

is making life harder for farmers/ people in the bush rural

communifies.

Of course, you are not always complaining! Maybe you want to
say the government or Federation is doing the right thing:

I was pleased to hear that .

. .

Congratulations to the Federation on its success in

. . .

The government's/ company's/Federation's policy..

. .

. .

.is going to improve the situation for country communities.

. . .

is a step in the right direction.

It's a good idea to mention "the community" because it shows
that you are not just thinking about yourself. Don't say, for
example, "Closing the bank causes a lot of problems for me."
Say, "Closing the bank will make life more difficult for the
whole local community." In Fred's letter, he says the rules about
droving make life harder for all farmers, not just himself.
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Give more details and information
In the middle of the letter, give information and arguments
that support your point of view. These need to be short,
snappy, and relevant. Don't go on at great length.
You can link your points together with words like this:
also.

. .

Another point is.

. .

Another problem is.

. .

If you like, you can also put your points in a sequence by
saying:

first.

. .

second

third

. .

. .

Another good idea is to show that you can see both sides of the
issue. Look at this part of Fred's letter:

twar Editar/CoaacOlor,
by astrwayurwilholvrewwleaw
Igo hoed.'

Tho rartottorw
drovfoxy arw ntalatoit
foe

baaaal, frcnw

aLL deoWat farm/set sAppOsed,to
Iry
tome.
Joadoto-Septootbee.
How aro
tuwe

aroara
move.their 11.444tock

wayythatthey w
the.
limatoolofttow rottlaafy

rho causal,

that

crf

tho

it

bike.that

COMO&

MOby

bomb &Wuxi!. Lev

anderataad,tho nealfor
ottotbees; bat baaau.if
whatoru

rhe, cowitca, Sayk that they mutt to- stoP
the. Wye/stock fro-vpv malang, the/ roadside*
boggy. Sutthat argasttent rtcliztAlowe
when, we awe 1-,n, the. micidie, of a, dAPought.

Another probleav io
difleveat fawn, )hire. to- tho
,
coaacil bhottld chary?.
tho differeat corwUttorka
outdo, tho

totaka cam accounttho by -Woo wets,
Mul4t's about ttow farowykAow whotothoy

1.01. (qv allAhteev)obaa!t,

You"
rai,Walker
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In this part of the letter, Fred shows that he knows the
council's point of view. He then explains why it is wrong. This
is a good thing to do in a letter about an issue. It shows you
know what other people think, and can answer them. We
usually use the word "But" in this part of the letter:
Other people say... but...

Fred also says:

Dear Eator/Covoscillor,
Vs* restrictions, by

rooxlMdo
'Nor co.octleorvLife
hamle.
ams. 'mak...,

taltiemi., to

Iry pow
astnw,
4,,,Sebtlootber. ?tow are,

jo.

movo LW. Um:4W. ammo&
Thocoomca'soyvthordsoy

lisostock, {mow otalaMg.tho

Cvtruothat

V

came& some,
wm.k....tomel.tho

,mes: but bommtoil'

Its:let-rue/that ln-An, vnobs, from. New South/
Wale* catksed. some. damage. CIA, V Lctorla.

1..n/ 1995. We. wulerstanci. the. need/far
win& control of rukmberk. licrweiver,
lycvany droviing, not the. sol.uttont

solatom
A nothor probieov i.
diffemsmt from sh..oLoshire.
tho rolov about drovvot
colsocil should. chamgo
the. di/fervor comdotto.w.
madotho
to tztko Unto ocomost
thobploommtero
whom they
Ora, it'v about Vow
sillmomrfamsterv know
gum. Orv alL
ILoo.1.

Yowls
fredoWalkor

This shows that Fred is a reasonable person who can see both
sides. He agrees that droving sometimes causes problems but
he disagrees with this way of solving them. This also makes the
argument stronger. This time he uses the word "However"
which means "but":

It is true that.

. .

However,.

.

.is not the solution.

BESTCOPY AVAILABLE
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Your solution to the problem
Finish off by saying what you think needs to happen. Again,
keep it short and be specific. In this-part of the letter we often
use the word "should":
Therefore the council should change the rules about droving.

Therefore the government should immediately provide financial
assistance to areas affected by drought.

The word "Therefore" means "for all the reasons I have said in
this letter." It sums everything up. It's a good word to start the
last sentence. "In conclusion" means roughly the same thing.
Other words you can use in the last sentence are:

It's about time

. . .

It is necessary for .

It is essential that .

. .

. .

It is important that .

. .
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ilOvita., Activity 1 1
Here is another letter about an issue. This time the order is
mixed up. Try to sort out the letter. Write the letter of each
sentence next to the numbers at the bottom to show the order
in which the sentences should appear. You may prefer to rewrite the letter.

a)

Now we are told the bank is going to close.
A lot of people depend on the bank for
financial services. Where are we supposed to
go now?

b)

We have already lost our primary school and
our library and we have to drive 50 miles to
the nearest hospital.

c)

In conclusion, the bank should put people
before profits and give us our local branch
back.

d)

Soon there will be no services left at all in
Maryville.

e)

The bank also provides jobs in a town where
25% of adults are unemployed.

f)

The closure of the local branch of the bank is
a great loss to our local community in
Maryville.

g)

It is true that the branch is small compared to
city branches, but it is still very important to
the community.

tS.-4s,71;77,64:

'1,atasE'
1

2

3

4

5
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A group of fruitgrowers have got together because they are
angry. They want to protest about the government cutting
tariffs on imported fruit. They decide to write to a popular
country newspaper.
Remember how to approach a piece of writing:

Writing skills: five stages of writing
1.

Think and talk about what to write.

2.

Make a plan.

3.

Write a first draft.

4.

Check and fix the draft.

5.

Write a final version.

Let's look at this process step-by-step.
1.

Think and talk about it

The fruitgrowers have these ideas about the letter.

The government is making life

impossible for us with these tariff
cuts.

Growers from South America
can sell their concentrate
here for $24 a tonne.

Okay, the government wants

us to export our fruit.

Support Materials for Agricultural Training

Other countries like the USA
and those in Europe have

tariffs on imports.

The government

should put tariffs
back on imports.

Yes, like they did for
the car industry!

And they should have quotas
for how much can come in.

Then well be able to
make a living.

And the industry will
survive for the future.
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2.

Make a plan

Together, the fruitgrowers make a plan of the letter:
First, they say what the problem is.
Then, they give some examples.

Last, they say what they want to happen.

Example: plan of protest letter

1111#11010911111111111111

1.

Latest tariff cuts on imported
fruit life very difficult

$24 a
2. Imported concentrate tonne
tariffs on
USA and Europe -

imported fruit
have to
Australian fruit growers
destroy

fruit

imported fruit
3. Put tariffs back on
fruit
Have quotas of imported
in the future
Industry will survive

3.66
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3.
Write a draft
Now it is time to try writing a draft of the letter. The idea is to
get everything down, without worrying too much about spelling
at this stage. You will have time to fix up little things later.

eolv%., Activity

12

Suppose you are one of the fruit growers. Using the plan, try
writing a draft of the letter. Remember to use suitable words
like and, also, but, therefore to link the parts together.
Then get someone to check it with you. These are the things
you need to check:
Have you put in everything you want to say?

Are the points in the right order?
Have you included the three parts: problem, details,
solution?
Have you linked the sentences together with words like
also, in addition, another point is .. ., therefore?
Is the spelling okay?

Have you put capital letters and full stops in the right
places?
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d('Ivit.L. Activity 13
1.

In answer to the letter from the angry fruitgrowers about
tariffs, another letter appears in the paper. The writer
disagrees with the first letter and supports tariff cuts.
Try to complete the letter by putting suitable words in
each space. Choose from these words:

Therefore

It is true

If

but

I agree

eycport

I would like
However

should

I think

with the views expressed by
to
disagree
1 ............... in their letter of 21/8/97. 2 ...............
the fruitgrowers
is the only way to go for
the policy of tariff cuts
Australia.
hardship in
policy is causing some of the
that
the
3 ...............
we have to think
the short-term. 4 ...............
industry.
long-term future of our
with a population of 18
We are only a small nation
to survive. 6
have
to
5
...............
sell their
million. We
allow overseas growers to their
we
don't
............... markets, they will not let us export to
goods in our
much larger markets.
countries have higher tariffs
7 ............... that some
tariffs are being reduced in
8
...............
than Australia.
USA, Europe and Japan.
including
the
many countries,
accept
Australian farmers 10 ...............
to
competing
9 ...............
to stay, and get used
that tariff cuts are here
protection.
without government
on the world market

2.

Choose an issue that you think is important and that is
being reported and discussed in the newspapers. Write a
letter about it that sets out your point of view.
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Model answers
Activity 11
Here is one way of organising the letter. You may have written
the middle section in a different order. That doesn't really
matter as long as f) is first and c) is last.

The closure of the local branch of the bank is a
great loss to our local community in Maryville.
We have already lost our primary school and our
library and we have to drive 50 miles to the nearest
hospital. Soon there will be no services left at all in
Maryville.
Now we are told the bank is going to close. A lot
of people depend on the bank for fmancial
services. Where are we supposed to go now?
It is true that the branch is small compared to city
branches, but it is still very important to the
community.
The bank also provides jobs in a town where 25%
of adults are unemployed.
In conclusion, the bank should put people before
profits and give us our local branch back.

,
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Activity 12
Your letter could be something like this:

MIN

AO ital

are going
tariff cuts on imported fruit
The latest
farmers, their families

hardship for

to cause more
and rural communities.

afford to sell oranges

cannot
of cheap
An Australian grower
which
is the price
from South
for $24 a tonne,
coming into this country
concentrate
America.
should try to export our
says we
The government Australian growers try to export
produce. But when
countries like
overseas
find
that
on it.
their fruit, we
nations put high tariffs
the
EC
America and

fruit and
able to sell our
will
not
be
At this rate we
will end up destroying it.
we

should see sense and
government
In conclusion, the
agricultural produce.
back on imported
to

of today
the fruitgrowers
This will not only help
that there is an industry
will
also
ensure
survive, it
grandchildren.
for our children and

put tariffs

BESTCOPYAVAILABLE
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Activity 13
Note: but and however are both acceptable for 4 and 8.

I agree and It is true are both acceptable for 3 and 7.

expressed
disagree with the views
like
to
21/8/97. I
I would
in their letter of
by the fruitgrowerstariff cuts is the only way to go
think the policy of
for Australia.

hardship
policy is causing some
that
the
think
of the
I agree
But we have to
short-term.
in the
future of our industry.
long-term
nation with a population of
only
a
small
We are
export to survive. If we
We
have
to
goods
18 million.
growers to sell their
don't allow overseas will not let us export to their
in our markets, they
much larger markets.
countries have higher tariffs
that
some
It is true
tariffs are being reduced
However
than Australia.
including the USA, Europe
in many countries,
and Japan.
that
farmers should accept
Australian
Therefore
and get used to
tariff cuts are here to stay,market without
competing on the world
government protection.
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